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EDITOR'S CORNER

Due to the cost of the unusually large 1999 anniversary volume of the Bulletin, the ASC was unable
to publish a 2000 volume. The ASC Board of Directors thanks the readership for their understanding and
patience in this matter. We believe that his year's volume, which numerically follows that of the 1999
issue, makes up in quality for the loss of page quantity.

The volume is a mix of prehistoric and historic archaeology articles with insights into a variety of
hot archaeological topics. They include prehistoric artifact analysis; prehistoric lithic procurement/trade
patterns; island archaeology; military archaeology; landscape archaeology; and historic 19th century rural
archaeology. Their diversity promises to satisfy the interests of each and every reader.

Fred Gudrian's "An Analysis of Lithic Artifacts from the Morgan Site in Rocky Hill, Connecticut"
is a detailed study of the stone remains from that well-known Late Woodland village site in the
Connecticut River Valley. Several articles have been written about the findings at the Morgan site.
Separate introductory overviews by co-directors David Cooke and your Editor were published in the 1'988
Bulletin. These were followed by several articles by Fred, Laurie Miroff and myself on the site's
enormous ceramic (pots and pipes) assemblage, which appeared in the Bulletin and in the Northeast
Historical Society's special 199211993edition in honor of Professor Bert Salwen. The site has also been
mentioned in a number of articles on prehistoric settlement and diet, including Jeffrey Bendremer's
doctoral dissertation on Late Woodland settlements in Connecticut and David George's works on
Northeastern paleobotany, one article of which was also published in the Bulletin. Fred's lithic analysis
is a nice contribution to our understanding of that significant site and to the Late Woodland period in the
lower Connecticut Valley.

Joseph Waller and Peter Muir's paper "Archaeology within Long Island Sound: Archaeological
Investigations on Faulkner Island, Guilford" addresses prehistoric and historic land use on a small island
off the Connecticut coast, including the material culture of the family of the 19th - 20th century lighthouse
keeper. It is a welcome addition to our knowledge of island archaeology, a subject to which part of the
1988 Bulletin was devoted. That volume featured articles by John Pretola and Elizabeth Little on
Nantucket Island and by Robert Funk and John Pfeiffer on Fisher's Island. Additionally, Kevin McBride
had spent several years researching the archaeology of Block Island. His findings provided the basis for
State Archaeologist Nick Bellantoni's doctoral dissertation, which discussed the.prehistoric economy and
settlement of Block Island.

The third paper is ASC president Daniel Cruson's "The Archaeology of an Enlisted Man's Hut at
Putnam Memorial State Park". Dan provides important information about the living conditions of a typical
Revolutionary War soldier at the winter encampment of General George Washington's Continental Army
in 1778 - 1779 -- most useful to historians, re-enactors, and Revolutionary War buffs as well as
archaeologists.

The fourth paper is Harold Juli's "Historical Archaeology at the Huntington Farm Site, Scotland,
Connecticut". The report features a multi-disciplinary approach to the understanding of an historic
archaeological site. Juli uses documents, old photographs, oral traditions, architecture, and other non-
archaeological materials as well as archaeological fieldwork to reconstruct 18th century farm family life
in eastern Connecticut.
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AN ANALYSIS OF LITHIC ARTIFACTS FROM
THE MORGAN SITE IN ROCKY HILL, CONNECTICUT

FRED W. GUDRIAN
ALBERT MORGAN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

ABSTRACT

This article is an analysis of the lithic artifacts recoveredfrom the Morgan site, a Late Woodland occupation
in Rocky Hill, Connecticut. While this site is known for its large assemblage of pottery and pipe artifacts, a number
of stone tools and corresponding lithic debitage was also recovered.

BACKGROUND

The Morgan site is located on the flood plain along the Connecticut River in Rocky Hill,
Connecticut. A small part of the site had been extensively excavated by the Albert Morgan Archaeology
Society (AMAS) from 1984 through 1990. Additionally, surrounding areas were tested in 1993 and 1994.
Most of the site dates (as determined by carbon dating, pottery types, and projectile point types) to the
Late Woodland period but at least one part of the site sampled in 1993 - 1994 dates back to the Late
Archaic period. Pieces of soapstone bowl and stemmed points were recovered from that locus, indicating
a terminal Late Archaic occupation.

This article will concern itself mainly with the lithic objects recovered from the Late Woodland
component during the 1984 - 90 excavations. I will discuss only briefly the items collected on the surface
of the site. A future article will discuss the 1993 - 1994 excavations and the artifacts recovered at that
time.

METHODOLOGY

While working with Dr. Lucianne Lavin and Laurie Miroff on the Morgan pottery analysis (Lavin,
et al. 1993), I had the opportunity to briefly examine the lithic artifacts recovered from the site. Later,
when 1 became head of the AMAS and Dig Director, I had the time to go back and examine in greater
detail the stone objects.

I began my analysis of the lithics by going through each of the 500+ individual bags of artifacts
recovered from the site and examining in detail all the stone items. I sorted the artifacts into four general
groupings based on raw material: quartz, chert, basalt and miscellaneous stone. I then divided the chert
pile into seven subgroup piles based on visual differences of the chert and arbitrarily assigned a code C 1 -
C7 to each pile. I divided the quartz into five piles for the different types of quartz (e.g., rose, smokey
etc.). I later split the miscellaneous group into a quartzite pile and a jasper pile. When I started to develop
the various tables for this article, I decided to include quartzite with the quartz table counts rather than
have a separate set of tables. This did allow me to reduce the number of tables even though quartzite
really isn't a quartz. The items in each of these general groups were examined individually and each arti-
fact's various attributes were recorded. The attributes recorded for each artifact included bag number, raw
material, maximum length, maximum width, maximum thickness, flake termination, striking platform, bulb
of percussion description, number of surface facets, edge modification, flake reduction stage estimate,
description of working edges and tool descriptions. Using the number of surface facets found on the
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flakes, size of the flakes and several other techniques an estimation of what phase of manufacturing of
a tool was made for each flake.

All the information was recorded on a Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet. Information on the excavation unit
(square) and the depth at which the item was found was added to the descriptions of the individual items.
The data were sorted in numerous combinations of various attributes and depths as well as the square in
which the item was found to see if any patterns could be detected. The tables included in this article are
the result of these sorts. The various sorts of the spreadsheet were able to be completed and tabulations
made that manually would have taken a great deal of time.

All the non-quartz projectile points and a representative sample of flakes were forwarded to Dr.
Lucianne Lavin, who asked lithic expert Dr. Anthony Philpotts of the UCONN Geology Department to
examine them. I included at least one flake from each of the chert subgroups I had made through visual
classification. Dr. Philpotts looked at the flakes microscopically to determine the actual material
composition. In the late 1980s several flakes of what looked like chert in hand examination were sent to
Dr. Donald Prothero, who performed thin section analysis on them. Dr. Prothero reported that the flakes
were not chert. Philpotts re-examined those flakes as well as my flake group samples and determined that
some were hornfels and others siltstone. Of the seven flakes, each representing one of my original seven
visual groupings of chert, Dr. Philpotts's examination indicated that three of those flakes he believes are
hornfels rather than chert. Two flakes he indicated to be grey chert and two flakes he identified as
siltstone. Hornfels does crop up locally, and these flakes may represent a local source. The local samples
with which Dr. Philpotts was familiar, however, do not match the character of the flakes from the Morgan
site (Lavin, personal communication). For more information about hornfels, the reader is referred to a
recent article by Dr. Philpotts (Tryon and Philpotts 1997).

My original classification of detailed material grouping was done visually when all the items were
together. Factors such as material surface color and texture helped in determining the various material
grouping within the major groups of quartz and chert. Since all of my original chert data was broken into
various subgroups, I debated whether or not to divide the "chert" tables into separate chert, siltstone, and
hornfels tables based on Philpotts examination of my sample flakes. I decided that until a full microscopic
examination is made of all the "chert" artifacts, I couldn't be 100% sure that all the flakes I had visually
grouped together were in fact all the same material. I did rename the tables to indicate the fact that the
data represent all three materials.

CHERTIHORNFELS/SILTSTONEARTIFACTS (Figure I)

The 704 chertlhornfels/siltstone artifacts recovered from this site consisted of 13 Levanna projectile
points (one of which was modified such that it is a possible drill), two bifaces, eight biface tips, and 681
flakes of which 50 had modified edges. Of the 50 flakes with modified edges, 19 had edge flaking similar
to simple edge scrapers. Using Dr. Philpotts new analysis of the sample flakes, and using that information
to regroup my seven visual groupings of "chert" the 681 flakes could be identified tentatively as 444
hornfels, 213 siltstone, and 24 chert. More detailed analysis needs to be done in the future to see if the
flake samples examined by Dr. Philpotts and identified as hornfels, siltstone, and chert can actually be
translated into my seven visual groupings or not.

The 13 projectile points consisted entirely of triangles matching Ritchie's (1971) description of
Levanna type points. Three of the points were found in the plow zone, two were found at 12 - 14" depth,
three found at 14 - 16" depth, one at 16 - 18", one at 18 - 20", one at 24 - 26", and two whose depths
were not recorded. The length of the points ranged from 19 mm to 31 mm and the width ranged from
18 mm to 33 mm. The thicknesses ranged from 5 mm to 9 mm. Table I shows individual points and the
length, width, thickness, material, and depth for each. The edges of each point were examined for wear
marking using a low power hand lens. None of the wear on the flakes appeared conclusive enough to
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Figure I. Chert, hornfels, and possibly siltstone projectile points.

suggest actual type of use. Someone using a high power microscope in the future may perhaps detect
wear and be able to suggest their function.

A possible drill was found at the 14 - 16" depth. The triangular tool is similar to the Levanna
points but one tip showed wear marks suggesting use as a drill and it is also listed in Table 1.

Two bifaces, listed in Table I, were also found, one at 14 - 16" level and the other at the 16-
18" level. The eight biface tips appear to be tips from completed or nearly completed tools because of
the surface working on each.

Of all these artifacts only one, a Levanna point, was recovered in a feature. Refer to Tables I -
7 for a more detailed analysis of the chertlhornfels/siltstone artifacts.

QUARTZ/QUARTZITE ARTIFACTS (Figure 2)

The 1908 quartz/quartzite artifacts recovered from this site consisted of 21 bifaces, 26 projectile
points, seven worked objects, and 1854 flakes of lithic debitage. The full range of manufacturing stages
is found in the quartz and quartzite material. Everything from quartz and quartzite cobbles, primary and
secondary flakes, thinning/re-edging flakes, and tools themselves, are found in this site. Various types of
quartz were found. The range includes: smokey quartz, rose quartz, milky quartz, and crystal quartz. The
source of the lithic material is probably local. The banks of the Connecticut River are only feet away and
the Goff Brook runs nearby as a second location where the author has found cobbles similar to those
found in the site.

The 26 points found all represent Levanna type points. Sixteen of the points were recovered in the
plow zone, five from the 12 - 14" level, four from the 14 - 16" level and one from the 18 - 20" level. The
points range from a length of 14 mm to 39 mm and a width of from 16 mm to 30 mm. The maximum
thickness ranged from 5 mm to II mm.

Refer to Tables 2, 6, 8 - 10 for a more detailed analysis of the quartz and quartzite artifacts. Please
note that rather than have separate tables for quartzite, I rolled the quartzite counts into the quartz tables.
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TABLE 1: CHERT POINTS, BIFACE PIECES ALSO INCLUDES HORNFELS
AND SILTSTONE

Depth Feature # Length (rum) Width (rum) Thickness (rum)
biface tip 00-12" 0 17 12 3
biface tip 00-12" 0 26 14 8
biface tip 00-12" 0 24 17 7
biface tip 00-12" 0 11 18 8
biface tip 00-12" 0 12 6 2
point 00-12" 0 23 27 7

point 00-12" 0 21 27 5

point 00-12" 0 25 24 6

point 12-14" 0 29 27 8

pointJdrill? 12-14" 0 31 33 8

biface 14-16" 0 11 28 7

point 14-16" 0 23 22 6
point 14-16" 0 24 24 5

point 14-16" 0 27 18 9

biface 16-18" 0 25 18 5
biface tip 16-18" 0 17 14 6

point 1618" 0 30 25 7

biface tip 16-18" 0 44 36 10
point 18-20" 32 26 23 6
biface tip 18-20" 0 20 18 10
point 24-26" 0 26 28 7

point unknown 0 21 25 6

point unknown 0 19 20 5

BASALT ARTIFACTS

This site had a very large number of basalt artifacts (Table 11). There were 392 flakes and 213 large
blocks of basalt recovered. Twenty-one major tools made from basalt, whole or pieces, were also found.
Almost all the major tools found, excluding the bifaces and points, were made from basalt. Only 77 pieces
of basalt were recovered from features but almost half of the tools were found on top of or in the features.
The basalt is all local; the source is located less than one mile away, in the cliffs of the neighboring hills.

JASPER ARTIFACTS

Five flakes of jasper were recovered during the dig. All the flakes were recovered from the plow
zone. The flakes ranged from 9 - 25 mm long, 12 - 24 mm wide and 3 - 6 mm thick. Three flakes termin-
ated in feathered distal ends, one ended with a hinged fracture and one with a stepped fracture. Four flakes
had striking platforms present. One flake still had cortex present. One flake was worked into a uniface
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Figure 2. Quartz and quartzite projectile points and preforms.

scraper. Jasper projectile points and end scrapers have been found by surface collectors in the surrounding
fields.

MISCELLANEOUS TOOLS (Figure 3)

A small collection of miscellaneous tools were found at the site (Table 12). The assemblage of tools
include 3 possible adzes, 1 possible ax blade, 2 possible Windsor Hoes, I possible spade, I possible
hammerstone, 3 miscellaneous hand tools and I possible hand spade. Because, in most cases, only small
pieces of the tools were recovered, there can be some doubt as to what tool the piece represents. By
comparing the pieces with whole tools recovered from other sites, I have made educated guesses as to the
actual tool type.

One adze was 13 cm x 4 em x 3 em and had one edge worked down. A second was 5 cm x 4 em
x 3 em and had the tip edge worked into a point, the rest of the tool showed a pecked surface. The third
was II cm x 8 em x 2 em and was made from roughly worked stone.

The possible ax blade was 7 em x 5.5 cm x 2.5 cm and was totally polished with the tip edge
heavily polished.

One hoe was 20 cm x 10 em x 5 cm and was a roughly worked rectangle. The other hoe was 14
em x II cm x 2 cm and was somewhat circular in shape along the edges and roughly worked.

The spade was 15 cm x 15 em x 5 ern and had one edge that tapered into a rough cutting edge, well
worked, and estimated to weigh 5 lbs.

The hammerstone was a basalt egg-shaped ball that showed lots of pecking and was approximately
5 cm x 3 ern x 3.5 cm.

One hand tool was II cm x 12 em x 3 cm, was circular and roughly worked around the edges. The
second tool was a large flake, 5 em x 5 em x I em, and had one edge worked. The third tool was a large
flake, 5 cm x 2 em x .5 em, and had two highly polished edges worked.

A hand spade tool, 14 cm x 9 cm x 2 em was made of rough stone, worked edge on one side and
was half circular in shape. It was found on the top of a deep pit feature.
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TABLE 3: WIDTH AND LENGTH OF CHERT FLAKES ALSO INCLUDES HORNFELS AND
SILTSTONE

Width Length
MM's Count of flakes Count of flakes
0-5 13 5
6-10 151 III
11-15 330 294
16-20 123 163
21-25 44 64
26-30 17 32
31-35 I 4
36-40 2 6
41-45 0 I
46-50 0 I
Total 681 681

TABLE 4: RATIO OF LENGTH:WIDTH OF CHERT FLAKES (also includes hornfels and
siltstone)

Ratio of Count of
LemrthIWidth Flakes Percent of total
0-.5 16 2.35%
.5-1.0 302 44.35%
1.I 70 10.28%
1.2 58 8.52%
1.3 58 8.52%
1.4 34 4.99%
1.5 34 4.99%
1.6-2.0 76 11.16%
2.1-3.0 25 3.67%
3.0-4.0 5 0.73%
4.0-5.0 J. 0.44%
Total 681

PITTED STONES (Figure 4)

Among the more interesting items found at the site were the four pitted stones. Two were found
within features. While most had only shallow pitting, one stone had a very deep and tapered hole showing
it was most likely drilled with a pointed instrument since some of the grooving inside the hole still
remams.

One stone had two pits, the pit on the top was 7 mm deep and the one on the bottom surface was
4 mm deep. The block was 12 em x 8 em x 3 cm and was found on the top of feature 99. Another stone
had a single deep pit, 3 em diameter and 18 mm deep. This stone showed some fire cracking and had
several spallings with blackened spots on the pitted surface, as if it had been in a fire. The block was 10
cm x 10 cm x 6 cm. The third stone had 2 pits, the pit on top was 5 mm deep and the one on the bottom
was 3 mm deep. All the edges were worked and looked like it may have been used as a hammerstone at
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some point. The last stone had shallow pits, 3 - 5 mm deep, on 3 of the 4 sides. The block was 9 ern x
8cmx6cm.

TABLE 5: THICKNESS OF CHERT, HORNFELS AND SILTSTONE FLAKES

Thickness
{mm} Count of Flakes Percent of total
lmm 75 11.01%
2mm 266 39.06%
3mm 162 23.79%
4mm 67 9.84%
5mm 45 6.61%
6mm 29 4.26%
7mm 15 2.20%
8mm 8 1.17%
9mm 2 0.29%
IOmm 4 0.59%
12mm I 0.15%
13mm I 0.15%
18mm 3 0.44%
20mm 2 0.29%
22mm I 0.15%
Total 681

Figure 3. Miscellaneous basalt artifacts.
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TABLE 10: QUARTZ AND QUARTZITE POINTS

Material Depth Feature # Length (mm) Width(mm} Thickness (mm)
Milky 00-12" 0 29 21 7
Milky 00-12" 0 27 26 8
Milky 00-12" 0 24 19 6
Milky 00-12" 0 20 19 7
Milky 00-12" 0 20 20 6
Quartzite 00-12" 0 21 21 6
Quartzite 00-12" 0 28 16 9
Quartzite 00-12" 0 26 24 9
Quartzite 00-12" 0 14 25 5
Quartzite 00-12" 0 27 25 5
Quartzite 00-12" 0 32 25 7
Rose 00-12" 0 35 28 10
Rose 00-12" 0 39 23 9
Rose 00-12" 0 23 23 6
Rose 00-12" 0 33 22 8
Rose 00-12" 0 22 26 8
Rose 00-12" 0 38 26 11
Rose 00-12" 0 23 26 8
Smokey 00-12" 0 24 24 6
Smokey 00-12" 0 29 26 8
Milky 12-14" 0 26 22 6
Quartz 12-14" 0 26 30 8
Quartzite 12-14" 0 19 29 8
Rose 12-14" 0 25 30 7
Rose 12-14" 0 32 28 8
Smokey 12-14" 0 31 25 7
Milky 14-16" 0 28 25 8
Quartz 14-16" 0 26 22 9
Quartzite 14-16" 0 24 21 6
Rose 14-16" 0 26 25 5
Rose 14-16" 0 23 23 6
Yellow 14,16" 0 25 22 10
Rose 16-18" 0 37 32 8
Quartz 18-20" 059 21 22 6
Milky 28-30" 0 25.. 24 9
Rose 44-46" 0 36 25 8
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TABLE 11: BASALT COUNTS BY DEPTH

Del1th(inches} Flakes Blocks Totals Percent Misc Tools
00-12" 186 84 270 44.63% 1 triangular pestle piece, 2 pitted stones,

2 basalt tool
12-14" 57 51 108 17.85% 1basalt hand tool, 1 possible adze
14-16" 74 31 105 17.36% 1possible ax blade
16-18" 24 15 39 6.45% 1harnmerstone, 1 possible spade,

1 piece possible Windsor hoe
18-20" 18 6 24 3.97% 1 round pestlepiece, 2 possible adzes,

1 piece possible Windsor hoe
>20" 33 26 59 9.75% 1 round pestle piece, 1 hand spade,

2 pieces triangular pestle, 2 pitted stones
Totals 392 213 605 21 pieces

TABLE 12: LIST OF MAJOR TOOLS BY FEATURE AND DEPTH

Depth
12-14"
14-16"
16-18"
18-20"

Feature #
032
048
020
029

Artifacts
hand tool
possible ax blade
possible spade, possible Windsor Hoe
possible piece of Windsor Hoe

074 possible adze

20-22"
22-24"

106
051
099
110

possible piece of adze
pitted stone
pitted stone, piece of round pestle
possible hand spade

PESTLES (Figure 5)

Pieces of five pestles, three triangular, and two rounded were found. One round pestle was 8 cm
long x .5 em diameter and consisted of the tip of the pestle, no polish but all the surfaces worked smooth.
The second circular pestle was a midsection of a heavy polished tool 5 cm x 5.5 cm. One triangular pestle
was 4 em x 5 em x 4 em, a second was 9 em x 5.5 cm x 5 em and the third 6 em x 3.5 em x .5 cm
(broken in half?). While the triangular pestles have flat unpolished sides the edges are completely polished
smooth. A complete triangular pestle, found by someone surface collecting, showed that the tip is also well
worn smooth and has polished edges and unpolished sides.
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Figure 4. Pitted stones.

Figure 5. Basalt pestles.
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FIRE CRACKED ROCK (FCR)

The 114 pieces of FCR recovered were quartzite and showed some heat damage. In most cases,
areas on the stones showed color changes most likely due to being heated. Plotting the locations where
the FCR was found, there were four areas at the site that had slightly higher occurrences of FCR. Analysis
of the debris in features shows that FCR was not found within the feature material in any significant
amounts as Table 2 illustrates. Table 6 shows even better that by depth for most two inch levels only 20+
fragments were found. When you consider the square footage of the site actually dug (approximately 1500
square feet), 20+ pieces per 2" level is not much.

There is, in the field surrounding the site, a significant FCR area that is approximately 8 foot square
and consists of densely packed FCR approximately eight inches thick. This feature could represent an area
where the clay pots were fired or perhaps a cooking hearth. Itmay perhaps represent an earlier unrelated
settlement to the Late Woodland occupation since it is close to the area where stemmed points and soap-
stone bowl fragments were found.

SURFACE COLLECTIONS

I have been allowed to view several surface collections of artifacts found in the fields surrounding
the Morgan site. Among the more interesting lithic items were a small mortar stone, over 100 Levanna
points, several complete adzes, triangular pestles, and Windsor Hoes. Also, several stemmed projectile
points and several pieces of soapstone bowl(s) have been found. These last two items are to me the most
interesting since they represent an occupation several thousand years earlier than the Late Woodland
period village site for which the Morgan site is known (Lavin et al. 1992 - 1993, 1993).

CONCLUSIONS

This study of the lithic material from the Morgan site allows us to draw a number of conclusions.
None of these conclusions are earth shattering, but nevertheless, they are important if only because they
add just a few more pieces of information to the puzzle we call the past.

The "chert" artifacts from the site were originally thought to have come from New York State; how-
ever, thin sections of some of this material indicate that at least some are actually hornfels and siltstone
from possibly a local site source. If my visual groupings are accurate, then about 2/3 of the flakes are
actually hornfels, almost 113 are siltstone and just a very small group actually chert. Most of the flakes
represent the debitage created in the late stages of manufacturing process, but the whole range from corti-
cal flakes to finished points exist, if only with a few examples. The absence of any significant number
of large early thinning flakes and cortical flakes may be explained either by having most of the decorti-
cation and thinning done elsewhere (closer to the source?) or that the flakes were reworked down into
other tools that have not been recovered from the area surrounding the site. The few flakes with worked
edges seem to support the idea that some thinning work was done elsewhere. The fact that a very large
percent of complete flakes are as wide or are wider than they are long is puzzling. Very few flakes fall
into the classic long and thin category.

The quartz artifacts were clearly created from locally available sources. Both the Connecticut River
and Goff Brook are within easy walking distance from the site. The large numbers of flakes representing
all stages of the manufacturing cycle, from cobbles to points, show the items were made on site. One
interesting item was the large number of rose quartz flakes and points.

A study of the basalt artifacts shows that the locally available supply of basalt (found in the nearby
cliffs) was the material of choice for large tools. The large number of basalt blocks and flakes show that
the raw material was broken off the cliffs, brought to the site, and worked. With almost 50% of the basalt
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tools found near or on the top of features, I would think that the tools were possibly used to dig the
feature, then they were put aside or used for other purposes. Later, these or other similar tools would be
used to shovel the dirt back into the hole and then left on top the feature.

The small number of jasper artifacts indicates that it was not commonly available in any great
amount. The fact that jasper shows up only in the plow zone indicates it was a recent arrival at the site.

The analysis of the fire-cracked rock brings more questions than answers. The FCR was found rather
scattered across the site. No significant numbers were found in the features so it could not have been used
as a lining of a hearth. In fact, none of the 115 features at the site were lined with stone. I believe that,
rather than being used as part of a heating process, the rather scattered occurrence probably means that
the stone itself was the important item. With the massive amounts of pottery being manufactured at the
site, I believe the stone was heated and then broken up into very small pieces and used as temper. I
estimate that there is more than 40,000 shards of pottery already collected from the site (mostly by surface
collectors but 15,000+ by our dig). Most of the pottery had grit temper. The amount of temper needed
for that number of shards would require significant amounts of FCR. Some of that stone was fired and
not ground up for some reason. Perhaps, on certain days they had more than enough temper for the clay
they were working with and the left over pieces were just discarded. Or, perhaps at the end of each pottery
making season the fire-cracked rock that was unused was just left behind when the site was left for the
coming of winter.

A study of the summary of artifact counts by depth shows a growing occupation over time. The 20"
level, radiocarbon dated to 1170±90 AD uncalibrated, has a much lower count of lithic items than the
higher levels. Over time, in each of the higher levels representing more recent time periods, the counts
steadily go up until we reach the plow zone which has the greatest number of items. The 12" level was
radiocarbon dated to 1360±70 AD uncalibrated. Of the material, only the number of basalt artifacts failed
to increase in numbers over time.

The lack of lithic material within features (only 10%) seems to indicate that the dumping of debitage
etc. into features as part of a cleanup either didn't occur with any regularity or there just wasn't enough
of the material laying out on the surface in any significant numbers to worry about. Perhaps with the
nearly annual flooding of the river over the site each spring or early summer enough new dirt would be
deposited over the limited number of flakes so that walking over the flakes was not a problem. Perhaps
no one cared about stepping over sharp flakes, they could have been doing that their whole lives so their
feet might have been hardened. Considering that within our 60 x 25 foot dig site there were l l S features,
one would think that it would be hard not to get more flakes into features if only by accident. On the
other hand, I have a theory that probably only a few of the features were ever being used in any given
year. So, even though there are lots of features within a small area, only a few were open at any given
time. Therefore, flakes would be harder to get into a feature unless specifically put there as the result of
cleanups.

The two styles of pestles, circular and triangular, seem to be used at the site originally at the same
time (both are found in the lowest levels> 18") but, for whatever reason, only the triangular pestle was
used in the most recent periods (0 - 12" plow zone). Both seem to be missing from the middle period
(12 - 18" levels). Perhaps the difference in shape represents a difference in use. Perhaps one was used for
grinding the maize that was grown even as early as the 20" level (1170 AD) and the other for grinding
temper?

The pieces of Windsor Hoes represent the work involved in planting the large fields of maize that
were grown at this site. Even the features representing the periods around 1170 AD contained large num-
bers of maize fragments.

The pitted stones found seem to represent two different types and perhaps uses. One type has rela-
tively shallow smooth pits often on more than one surface, and the other type has a very deep, sharp pit.
At one time pitted stones were called 'nutters' because they were believed to have been used as a surface
where nuts were cracked. Thai view seems to have gone out of style and has been replaced by a new idea
that these stones were used as part of a fire making tool kit. The stick used for the friction part would be
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held in place by a stone on the top thus supporting the stick when it revolved around while resting on a
wooden platform. Perhaps the deeper holed pitted stone represents some process of a sharpened stake
being placed on the softer stone and spun producing a deep sharp sided hole while smoothing the stake.
The pitted stones and the use of triangular pestles seems to have occurred at approximately the same time
since both are found at the same levels.

The adze and the ax blade clearly show wood working activity. Trees needed to be cut and fields
cleared for the growing of maize so the presence of both should be expected. Of interest is the fact that
the adze and ax only appear at levels when there are no triangular pestles.

There are two items I would have expected to be found at the site but were not: stone mallets for
breaking up FCR for temper and mortar stones. There is a report of a small mortar having been found in
the surrounding fields while surface collecting but perhaps that really isn't a mortar after all. The stone
has not been made available for study. Certainly, the large amounts of temper for the pottery would have
required a sizable amount of ground stone. Therefore, some kind of mortar must have been used to get
the very fine grit we find in the pottery. Perhaps wooden mortars were used. The pestles could have been
used to do the fine grinding, but the bigger stone pieces would have required some kind of mallet.

FINAL THOUGHTS

So, what does all this really mean? While the Morgan site was used predominately for the manufac-
turing of pots and pipes and to raise maize, the analysis of the Iithics show that other support work was
performed there (Gudrian 1997). There was a need for a variety of tools that could be used for many dif-
ferent tasks. Temper was needed for the pots, so stones were heated, broken, and then ground (FCR,
triangular pestles, lots of small miscellaneous small stone pieces). Fields had to be cleared, underbrush
removed and the wood from the trees cut, etc. (axes, adzes). Fields then had to be planted (Windsor Hoes
and other miscellaneous stone tools). Deer and other animals came down to eat the maize so why not hunt
them (projectile points, manufacturing debitage, scrapers, worked flakes)? To eat the maize it may have
been ground (round pestles). Fire was needed to fire the pots and to cook the deer (pitted stones). Holes
had to be dug for storage, what we now call features (miscellaneous stone tools with edges) and later filled
in. All that toolmaking produced a lot of waste stone (debitage). And, if the tool breaks (bifaces and
pieces of tools), it produces even more waste stone.

The data all fit together in one organized picture. The lithic evidence at the site supports the pottery
and pipe evidence. The people who were at the Morgan site had to know and perform many skill sets.
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APPENDIX I

TABLE 1

Table I is a detailed listing of the chert points, bifaces and biface pieces by deptb. This table shows
depth, feature number if found in a feature, maximum length, widtb, and thickness. These chert items are
also listed on Table 7. Please note tbat in the table some of these points and biface pieces may also be
hornfels or siltstone and are included here.

TABLE 2

Table 2 is a chart of flakes recovered in features. I have grouped tbe features by the deptb at which
the feature started. For each feature number I have listed tbe number of quartz, chert, and basalt flakes
recovered in each feature. Of the 3336 lithic items recovered at tbe site only 309 were recovered from
features. This represents approximately 9% of the total. Approximately 9% of quartz and chert recovered
were found in features and approximately 13% of the basalt flakes were recovered from features.

If one examines the flake count from each feature, only features #001, 032, 008a, 074, 099, 100, 106,
and 110 contained any significant number of flakes. Of these features, only feature #001 and #032 had
very high counts.

There were a total of liS features identified at this site and 58 (or approximately 50%) contained litbic
flakes large enough to be recovered through screening with 114"mesh. Please note tbat in tbe table, the
rows labeled "chert" also contain counts of hornfels and siltstone and the rows labeled "quartz" contains
counts of quartzite.

TABLE 3

Table 3 shows the count of chert flakes for various length and width groupings. For example, there
were 151 flakes with a width of between 6 and 10 millimeters. There were III flakes with a lengtb of
between 6 and 10 millimeters. Widtb measurements were made at tbe widest point on a given flake.
Length measurements were made by measuring the distance from the proximal end (end where striking
platform is) to the distal end (end directly opposite from proximal). This table shows that tbe most
common flake width and lengtb are between II and IS mm. Please note that in the table, the counts of
"chert" also include counts of hornfels and siltstone.

TABLE 4

Table 4 shows the factor of tbe maximum chert flake lengtb divided by tbe maximum flake widtb of
each flake. For this table, a length/width of 1.0 means that the length and widtb of tbe flake were tbe
same. A factor less than 1.0means the flake was wider than its length. Factors larger than 1.0 are longer
than they were wide. Because of the possibility of measurement errors using my metric caliper, I will
allow for factor error of III O. This means tbat for practical purposes the 1.0 and I.! factors can be
considered the same grouping.

This table shows that at this site most flakes were relatively short and wide. Almost 57% of tbe flakes
were nearly a wide as tbeir length or wider. Relatively few flakes were long and narrow (15%). Please
note that in the table, the counts of "chert" also include counts of hornfels and siltstone.
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TABLES

Table 5 shows a count of chert flakes having various maximum thicknesses. The measurement was
taken at the thickest point anywhere on the flake between the dorsal (top of flake, usually shows scars of
one or more previously removed flakes) and ventral surfaces (bottom of flake, this is where the rest of
the stone was attached, usually smooth).

Approximately 70% of all flakes had a thickness of3 mm or less. Slightly more than 1% of the flakes
were 10 mm or thicker. Please note that in the table, the counts of "chert" also include counts of hornfels
and siltstone.

TABLE 6

Table 6 is a summary table showing the various materials found and grouped by depth. Totals and
percentages are given for the chert, quartz, basalt, jasper, and fire cracked rock (FeR) found at this site.
The FeR was basically quartzite in material composition but I kept this group separate from the quartzite
flakes, bifaces, and points found in Tables 8 and 9.

The percentages of each of the materials represents the percent of the total number of items found at
that depth, i.e., the 294 pieces of chert represents 16% of the 1754 items found in the 00 - 12" level.

Of the 3336 lithic items found at this site, approximately 52% were found in the plow zone. Of the
items recovered, 21% were chert, 57% quartz, 18% basalt, less than I% jasper, and 3% FeR. Jasper was
only found in the plow zone. Please note that in this table the column called "chert" also includes counts
of hornfels and siltstone and the column called quartz also includes counts of quartzite.

TABLE 7

Table 7 shows a count of chert flakes by major attributes. Each flake was examined for a type of ter-
mination on the distal flake end. When the striking platform was examined in detail, four groupings were
found to be present. Some flakes exhibited an overhang of the striking platform on the ventral (interior)
surface. Other flakes showed evidence of having two separate and distinct striking platforms next to each
other and which had overhung the ventral surface (interior 2). These, possible restrikes, only occurred on
overhanging striking platform flakes and did not show up on even a single occurrence of any other type
of platform. A small group of flakes had a striking platform overhang the dorsal (exterior) surface. Ifthe
flake had a striking platform with no overhang, then they are counted only in the 'Present' column. Next,
the flakes were examined for a bulb of percussion and its presence or not noted. Using the number of sur-
face facets found on the flakes dorsal surface, size of the flakes and several other techniques an estimation
of what phase of manufacturing of a tool was made for each flake. Lastly, all the edges of the flake were
examined under a low power hand lens for evidence of having been worked and that information recorded.
A count of the number of projectile points, bifaces and biface fragments by depth is recorded on this table.

Slightly more than 1% were worked on the distal end. The flakes consisted mainly of feathered termin-
ations (76%). Over 88% of the flakes showed a striking platform with about 21% showing an interior
overhang and less than 1% showing an exterior overhang. Of the flakes with an interior overhang almost
7% showed evidence of two separate striking platforms next to each other. Bulbs of percussion were found
in about 41% ofthe flakes. Approximately 2% of the flakes showed cortex and nearly 13% show possible
signs of being part of the early stage of manufacturing. Most of the flakes can be attributed to late stage
of manufacturing (approximately 80%). Only 7% of the flakes have evidence, visible under low power
magnification, of having been modified. Please note that in the table, the counts of "chert" also include
counts of hornfels and siltstone.
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TABLES

Table 8 shows the number of quartz flakes, points, and bifaces by the depth at which they were found.
The items are listed according to their general length grouping (i.e., less than 1 em long) and the stage
of manufacturing that the flake represents. A count of the projectile points, bifaces, and worked flakes are
shown with their corresponding depths.

Approximately 73% of the quartz flakes had a length of 2 em or less. Nearly 60% of all quartz was
found in the plow zone level of 0 - 12" and declining percentages for every depth grouping below that
level. Approximately 2% of the quartz items was points, and I% was bifaces. Out of all the quartz flakes,
only less than .4% had signs of having been worked. A little more than 12% of the flakes had cortex.
Almost 60% of the flakes could be classified as being from the late stage of manufacturing. Quartz blocks
represented less than .2% of the total. Please note that in the table, the counts of "quartz" also include
counts of quartzite.

TABLE 9

Table 9 is similar to Table 8 except that I have replaced the major breakout of depth by the type of
material from which the artifacts were made. All the quartz items have been broken into the groupings
of piain quartz, milky quartz, smokey quartz, rose quartz, and finally yellow quartz. These grouping reflect
the physical color of the quartz. I have also included a row for quartzite in this table.

Approximately 35% of all the artifacts was made from rose quartz while 27% was from plain quartz.
Approximately 36% of the points was made from rose quartz but only 8% was from plain quartz.
Quartzite, while making up about 15%of the total in material, was used to make up approximately 22%
of the points and represented 32% of the items with cortex.

TABLE 10

Table 10 is a detailed listing of the quartz points by type material and by depth. This table shows
material, depth, feature number if found in a feature, maximum length, width, and thickness. These quartz
items are also listed on Table 8. Please note that I have also included quartzite along with the quartz
points.

TABLE 11

Table II is a grouping of the basalt items by depth. I have grouped the basalt items into flakes,
blocks, and tools. Blocks are items that are at least five centimeters long and are non-flake-Iike in
appearance. The tools recovered consisted of both round and triangular shaped pestles, pitted stones,
various hand tools, pieces that could possibly be from Windsor Hoes, possible adzes, and a possible ax
blade. Because the pieces usually represented only a small piece of the original tool, only a general best
guess could be made for identification purposes.

About 45% of all the basalt was found in the plow zone and nearly equal amounts (17%) located in
the 12 - 14" and 14 - 16" levels. Surprisingly, over 60% of the tools was recovered from below the 16"
level yet only 20% of the debitage came from the same levels.

Note: also see Table 12 for a break out of basalt tools found in features. Approximately 11 of the 21
tools found were found in features.
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TABLE 12

Table 12 is a list of the major tools found in features. This table shows the depth and feature number
as well as the tool's functional identification that was found. All of these items were made from basalt
and so also appear on Table II.

Eleven of the 21 major tools found were found in a feature. The only pitted stones found below the
plow zone were found in features. All of the hand tools, possible spades, possible Windsor Hoes, and
possible adzes were also found in features. The written records made at the time of the actual recovery
of the tools state that almost every one of these tools found in features were actually found at the top of
the feature and not within the feature itself.
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ABSTRACT

An archaeological survey was recently undertaken by PAL (formerly The Public Archaeology Laboratory, Inc.)
on Faulkner Island within the Stewart B. McKinney National Wildlife Refuge. The survey was conducted for the
United States Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) as a plan-
ning element for proposed embankment stabilization. The goal of the survey was to examine the physical condition
of Faulkner Island and test for the presence of Native American and/or historic period archaeological resources that
might exist on the island within the area of impact. The archaeological survey included a visual inspection of all
documented historic sites on the island, along with limited subsurface testing. This paper discusses the archaeological
findings related to such a unique island off the coast of mainland Connecticut.

INTRODUCTION

Recent archaeological investigations were undertaken by PAL on Faulkner Island within the Stewart
B. McKinney Wildlife Refuge. Faulkner Island is a small island in Long Island Sound approximately 3.8
miles south of Guilford Harbor, Guilford, Connecticut (Figure I). Years of exposure to the elements has
greatly eroded the shores of the island and threaten the lighthouse that is located on the island. The Corps
has proposed a stabilization of the embankments and the archaeological surveys were conducted to assist
the Corps and the USFWS in compliance with Federal and state regulations. The archaeological survey
involved a visual inspection of the shoreline embankment for signs of eroding archaeological deposits,
limited subsurface testing, and photographic documentation of the island and its deposits. To date this is
the only archaeological survey that has been conducted on the island. This paper serves to report on the
results of documentary and field research of the only archaeological survey to be conducted to date on
Faulkner Island.

FAULKNER ISLAND ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

The present environmental setting of Faulkner Island is the result of glacial advance and retreat and
subsequent environmental conditions. The Laurentide Ice Sheet is believed to have locked up enough
water to lower the ocean levels as much as 350 feet, exposing large areas of the Continental Shelf. The
sequential advance and retreat of the glacier produced a large terminal moraine that included present-day
Long Island and Block Island, as well as a series of smaller discontinuous ridges and mounds of fill
(Goldsmith 1982). Initially, meltwaters were trapped in preglacial valleys such as Long Island Sound,
creating proglacial freshwater lakes (Sirkin 1982). Based on acoustic reflection data, Gordon (1983) has
speculated that the eastern and western elevations of the sound were sufficiently high enough to trap run-
off and produce a freshwater lake (Figure 2). What was to become Faulkner Island would have been a
high elevation on the shores of this lake. Meltwaters from the glaciers continued to drain into the oceans
causing an increase of about 100 ft in sea level within Long Island Sound (Gordon 1983). This increase

25
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Figure I.Location of Faulkner Island, off the coast of Guilford, Connecticut in Long Island Sound.

in sea level caused a breach at the eastern end of Long Island and Faulkner Island was cut off from the
mainland.

Presently, Faulkner Island is characterized by a gently sloping terrain that supports a varied
vegetative community. Atop the island is the lighthouse tower (Figure 3) that for decades has served as
an important aid to navigation preventing mariners from grounding their ships on the shallow rocky shoal
north of the island's tip (Helander 1988). Grasses populate the center portions of the island around the
ruins of the lighthouse keeper's home. The southern tip of the island is populated by shrub growth and
vines in the vicinity of the old garden plot. Farther north along the island is a thick stand of staghorn
sumac which opens up to a thick shrub, vine, and poison ivy growth at the extreme northern tip of the
island. Few large glacial erratics are visible on the gently sloping surface.

HISTORICAL SETTING

A detailed account of the historic occupation of Faulkner Island can be found in Joel E. Helander's
book (1988) The Island Called Faulkner's. The known history of Faulkner Island begins in 1639 when
Shaumpishuh, squaw sachem of the Menunkatuck Indian tribe, sold the land of Guilford and Faulkner
Island to the Reverend Henry Whitfield. Initially, Faulkner Island was privately owned and used as pas-
turage and supported various crops. The island stayed in private ownership until 1801 when President
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Figure 2. Subsurface topography of Long Island Sound and hypothesized Pleistocene freshwater basin as
determined through acoustic reflection profiling (source: Gordon 1983).

Thomas Jefferson authorized the construction of a lighthouse on the island, and the island became property
of the federal government (Helander 1988). As early as 1802, Joseph Griffing became the first in a series
of lighthouse keepers to man the lighthouse station on Faulkner Island.

Over the period of the next 184 years, various lighthouse keepers and their families inhabited the
island in virtual isolation from the mainland for large portions of the year. These lighthouse keepers
involved themselves in modifying and maintaining dwellings, constructing others, and, of course,

•
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maintaining the general upkeep of the lighthouse. This continued until 1976 when the island dwelling that
boarded the lighthouse keepers and their families was destroyed by fire. Following the fire, Faulkner
Island was abandoned and in 1978, the light tower then became automated. In 1984 Faulkner Island
became part of the newly established Connecticut Coastal National Wildlife Refuge (later renamed the
Stuart B.McKinney National Wildlife Refuge). In 1985, the United States Coast Guard transferred owner-
ship of the island, except for the lighthouse, to the USFWS.

Figure 3. Faulkner Island light tower.

PRELIMINARY ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELDWORK

At the time of this study, there have been very few archaeological investigations in the town of
Guilford and none on Faulkner Island. Therefore, little information pertaining to Native American habita-
tion ofthe island was known. Compiled data from archaeological investigations and ethnohistorical studies
in southern New England indicate that coastal bodies and coastal islands of southern New England were
all densely settled during the prehistoric past (Bellantoni 1987; Braun 1974; McBride 1984, 1986, 1987,
1994; Morenon 1985, 1990; Pagoulatos 1989; Ritchie 1969; Williams 1973; Winthrop 1996).

Initial archaeological investigations on Faulkner Island involved the visual inspection of ground sur-
faces, noting vegetative communities, and documenting ground disturbances resulting from cultural and
non-cultural processes. Investigations then included the excavation of test pits and excavation units in an
attempt to identify any subsurface archaeological deposits that may have existed along the perimeter of
the island. An initial inspection of the upland surfaces of the island identified three extant structures: a
shed and dock, the lighthouse, and a concrete/cinder block structure. Surface remains of former structures
were also noted (Figure 4). These include the foundation remains ofthe light keeper's residence, oil house,

•
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Figure 4. Present day configuration of features, structures, and ruins on Faulkner Island.

and fog signal house. Also evident were the former walkways and cistern associated with the settlement.
Visual inspection failed to produce any surface evidence of the privy, bell tower, work shop/barn, and
chicken house noted in the 1890 map of the island (Figure 5).

A visual inspection of the cliff faces around the entire circumference of the island resulted in the
identification of Native American cultural material in the talus slopes at the base of the bluffs. Some
quartz flakes and a potential feature were evident eroding out of the top of the cliff on the northeastern
side of the island. Unfortunately, the steepness of the cliff face and the relatively unstable and hence
unsafe conditions of the cliff face and bluff edge made further inspection impossible. Spot finds of shell
at the base of the talus slope were numerous; however, there was no clear association between shell con-
centrations and Native American artifacts.

A total of 55 test pits was excavated along the upper periphery of the island within I to 2 m of the
cliff edge (Figure 6). An additional 13 test pits were excavated around test pits that contained low
densities of Native American stone tool manufacturing waste in order to test the extent of these lithic
scatters. Preliminary archaeological investigations at the island concluded with the excavation of two, Ixl
m excavation units along the eastern edge of the island. These units were placed to investigate the integrity
of historic period deposits associated with the lighthouse keeper's (and their associated families)
occupation of the island during the nineteenth century.
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Figure 5. 1890 survey of Faulkner Island Light Station, Guilford, Connecticut (source: Helander 1988)

Soils were fairly uniform across the island. Island stratigraphy included a thin layer of dark grayish
brown sandy loam atop of a brown to dark greyish brown fine sandy, silt loam plowed A Horizon that
ranged from 21 - 43 em in depth. In some cases there was an apparent gradation between an upper A
Horizon and a lower darker A Horizon deposit. According to Helander (1988:20), the island became
plagued with black mulberry shoots and that a deep plowing and vigorous scything were the methods of
combat for many years. Stratigraphic profiles of excavated units from the island appear to support
Helander's observation as all of the test pits and excavation units exhibited an uncharacteristically deep
A horizon that is interpreted as a plowzone. The A Horizon was, in tum, underlain by a very compact
dark yellowish brown to pale brown B Horizon subsoil. The nature of the clay in the subsoil deposits
allowed for poor drainage and therefore retained water making these deposits very wet. Excavation of test
pits terminated in BI subsoils between 52 and 60 cmbs.

A total of 30 of the 68 test pits excavated during the initial archaeological survey of Faulkner Island
contained historic period artifacts, while 23 test pits containedNative American cultural materials typically
in the form of quartz chipping debris. Thirteen of these test pits shared both artifact types. Furthermore,
both of the larger I x I m excavation units contained historic Euro-American and Native American
artifacts. Artifacts were typically confined to the upper levels of the stratigraphic column. Occasionally
an isolated piece of quartz chipping debris or an inadvertent historic artifact was incorporated within the
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Figure 6. Subsurface testing on Faulkner Island in Guilford, Connecticut.
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subsoil matrix. Most of the historic period artifacts were confined to the eastern midsection of the island,
while the Native American artifacts were distributed within a fairly localized area along the mid- to
northern sections of the island.

Historic period artifacts were recovered from test pits primarily in close proximity to the former light
keeper's residence and lighthouse. The majority of material consisted of construction materials such as
glass, nails, shingle fragments, and bricks along with coal and slag. A small concentration of domestic
refuse, presumably associated with the kitchen area, was identified to the immediate east of the lighthouse.
This thin stratigraphic lens of material contained the remains of butchered animals, kaolin pipe fragments,
buttons, and broken vessel fragments along with some construction and domestic materials.

Following the excavation of test pits, two I x 1m excavation units were placed in the vicinity of the
former historic structures to further investigate the nature of historic deposits. Excavation Unit (EU) 0 I,
located immediately east of the lighthouse, contained a mixture of historic materials such as butchered
bone, brick fragments, bottle glass, plastic, alkaline battery, ceramics, and nails from a mottled very dark
grayish brown silt loam at a depth of 10 - 22 cmbs (centimeters below surface). The mixture of modern
and historic materials within this deposit indicates that it has been reworked and lacks integrity. From
within 22 cmbs - 30 cmbs, historic materials such as bone, shell, flat and bottle glass, nails, glazed
redware, a metal pipe elbow, and brass hardware were contained within a dark brown silty loam with
dense rubble. EU 02 was placed southeast of the lighthouse tower in the vicinity of the former bell tower
(see Figure 4). The unit produced a light density of structural debris, including cut nails, glass, and wood
in a dark gray brown fine silty sand. Several filled rabbit burrows were evident in the unit, resulting in
a mixing of cultural material.

Native American artifacts recovered from the island primarily included quartz flakes. A single
elongated quartz triangular projectile point, morphologically similar to the Squibnocket triangle variety
(Ritchie 1971) is suggestive of a Late Archaic Period (5000,3000 years before present) occupation of
Faulkner Island. The point was recovered north and east of the lighthouse. Two soil features, possibly the
result of Native American activities on the island, were identified during the initial investigation at
Faulkner Island. Feature 01 was identified in Test Pit A-54.5 and consisted of a small snail shell deposit
along with a low density of faunal bone and a single quartz flake. A similar, yet much larger feature was
identified in EU 02 located east of the light tower. Feature 02 existed below the kitchen midden and plow-
zone deposits associated with the historic occupation(s) of the island identified in EU 02 (Figure 7). This
feature produced snail shell, fish and turtle bone, and a low density of quartz chipping debris. Both
Feature 01 and Feature 02 appear to be small to moderate sized refuse pits resulting from subsistence
activities of the pre-Contact Period Native American inhabitants of Long Island Sound.

SUPPLEMENTAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS ON FAULKNER ISLAND

The preliminary results of archaeological investigations on Faulkner Island documented the presence
of intact archaeological deposits. The presence of diagnostic artifacts and intact features provided the
opportunity to further investigate and understand early Native American habitation and use of the island
and surrounding Long Island Sound. Furthermore, the presence of midden deposits associated with the
Euro-American habitation of the island afforded the opportunity to augment the written historic record of
the island, filling in gaps related to day-to-day activities and social status of the early light keepers and
their families. Itwas believed that these deposits could provide valuable information pertaining to the life-
style and subsistence activities of the lighthouse keepers and their families during the nineteenth century.
Consequently, a return to the island involved the excavation of an additional 8 test pits around Feature
01 and 14 test pits around Feature 02 (Figure 8). A parallel transect of test pits was also placed 4 meters
inland of the original test pit transect in an attempt to identify any additional features and to better
understand the relationship of archaeological deposits to the entire island. Furthermore, three I x I m
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Figure 7. Plan and profile of Feature 2, identified in EU 1 on Faulkner Island in Guilford, Connecticut.,

squares were excavated to further explore the nature of Feature 01 and Feature 02 identified during the
initial survey.
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Subsurface Testing Around Feature 01
Subsurface testing in the vicinity of Feature 01 recovered a limited amount of prehistoric Native

American cultural materials. Four pieces of lithic chipping debris, all of quartz, were recovered from a
total of four different test pits. None of the test pits on the northwestern tip of the island exhibited
evidence of lithic concentrations, lithic artifacts, or additional features. A single Ixl m Excavation Unit
(EU 03) was placed adjacent to the eastern wall of test pit A-54.5 to further explore the nature of the gas-
tropod shell deposit designated as Feature 01. Feature 01 was a very ephemeral black stain with associated
gastropod shells and bone. An analysis of the faunal remains from Feature 0I indicates that the bone frag-
ment was part of a long bone belonging to some small mammal. Feature 01 appears to represent a small
refuse deposit. Stratigraphically, EU 0 I appeared as a fairly uniform very dark brown silty loam A Hori-
zon that was underlain by a dark yellowish brown wet B, subsoil. Between the A Horizon and the B,
deposits was a leached zone of dark yellowish brown soil distinguishable from the underlying B, subsoil.
The entire unit terminated at a depth of 83 cmbs in extremely wet soils. A total of 4 flakes, 3 quartz and
I chert, was recovered from EU 03. All of these materials were recovered from non-contextual deposits
and none from Feature 0 I.

Subsurface Testing Around Feature 02
Eight of the additional 14 test pits placed in the vicinity of Feature 02 contained low densities of

prehistoric quartz chipping debris totaling 18 pieces. Thirteen of these test pits contained historic period
artifacts. Test pit profiles consisted of a deep very dark brown silty loam which often was underlain by
a very dark grayish brown stratum. These A Horizon deposits were typically very deep terminating at
depths between 35 and 54 cmbs atop of dark yellowish brown B, subsoils. Subsoils were commonly very
compact mixtures of medium to coarse silty sands with some clay. Two Excavation Units (EU 04 and
EUOS) were placed in a manner to expose the soil anomaly originally identified as Feature 02. Strati-
graphie profiles for both of these units were identical and consisted of numerous stratigraphic episodes
(Figure 9). A recently formed very dark grayish brown A Horizon lay directly underneath a thin sod layer.
This stratum was in turn underlain by a sheet refuse deposit of artifacts associated with the lighthouse
keeper's occupation of the island. The recovery of two coins dating to 1819 and 1820 provide a very good
terminus post quem date of 1820 for the deposit likely associating its formation with that of Captain Eli
Kimberly and his family. This refuse deposit directly overlay a remnant plowzone or pasturage that con-
tained relatively few historic period artifacts. The remnant plowzone undoubtedly impacted a portion of
Feature 02 that appeared as a mottled mixture of soils with associated bone, shell, and lithic chipping
debris.

A variety of historic artifacts were recovered from the historic refuse deposit in both Excavation
Units EU 04 and EU 05. In addition to the two coins recovered, ceramics consisting of stoneware, pearl-
ware, whiteware, and red-bodied coarse ware were recovered. Feature 02 appeared as a mottled mixture
of brown, very dark brown, and dark yellowish brown medium grained silty sand (see Figure 9). Strati-
graphically, the feature appears similar to a soil stratum that underlain the bottom of the A horizon. The
feature takes on a slight bowl shape in the west walls ofEU 04 and EU OS, however, it is quite dissimilar
from its appearance in EU 01 (see Figure 8). Feature 02 terminated in brown to dark yellowish brown B,
subsoils. Faunal remains included mammal, fish, and turtle bone. Floral remains included sumac, thistle,
and a number of unidentified species. A number of specimens are charred and fragmentary and may be
attributable to insects.

Feature 03
Feature 03 was encountered in test unit 27.5 and represents a historic period post mold that had been

subsequently filled with cinder and ash that extended into the dark yellow brown B horizon. Comparison
of the location of test unit 27.5 with historic mapping suggests that this post mold corresponds to the fence
line north of the lighthouse, possibly corresponding to one of the gate posts depicted in Figure 5.
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Figure 9, Plan and profile of Feature 2 and 4, EUs 4 and 5 on Faulkner Island in Guilford, Connecticut.
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INTERPRETATIONS

Native American Archaeological Resonrces
The investigations conducted within the area of impact produced sufficient evidence to confirm the

presence of Native American activities on Faulkner Island. The results of the archaeological surveys indi-
cate that archaeological deposits associated with Native American occupation of Faulkner Island are some-
what limited suggesting temporary residence on the island. Quartz tools were manufactured by the Native
groups inhabiting the island. Lithic tools manufactured from chert, quartzite, and rhyolite appeared to have
been resharpened. Other artifacts in the Native American assemblage from Faulkner Island include frag-
ments of fire cracked rock, a biface fragment, a fragment of a grinding stone, and a quartz triangular pro-
jectile point morphologically similar to an elongated Squibnocket triangular variety. Marine resources such
as birds, fish, shellfish, and turtle were exploited.

The excavation of test pits and excavation units within the area of impact suggests that only a
limited portion of the prehistoric component continues inland. The parallel transect of test units, placed
inland from the initial testing failed to produce significant concentrations of artifacts indicating the
deposits extend into the interior of the island. However, the limited nature of the surveys prohibit a defini-
tive conclusion. Based upon the walkover inspection, many sections of the interior have been severely
impacted by lighthouse construction/occupation and it is doubtful that substantial intact archaeological
deposits associated with Native American use/occupation of the island exist intact over much of the
interior of the island. Additionally, as evidenced by the continuing and accelerated rate of erosion, much
of the island, and its associated evidence for Native American activity, has undoubtedly eroded into Long
Island Sound.

Historic Period Cultural Resources
Excavation of the test pits and excavation units east of the light tower identified a sheet refuse strata

associated with disposal of the food and domestic remains of the lighthouse keeper and his family. The
midden deposit presented an opportunity to augment the written historic record of the island. For example,
historic period resources from Faulkner Island suggest that a variety of foods were consumed by the light-
house keepers and their families on Faulkner Island. Food stuffs include domesticated mammals such as
goat or sheep, and possibly bird species. Other foods that were consumed include a variety of marine
species such as fish, and shellfish (oyster and quahog). Artifacts recovered from refuse fill included a vari-
ety of ceramic sherds including stonewares, pearlwares, ironstones, redwares, and earthenwares among
others. Additionally, a number of kaolin pipe stem and bowl fragments were recovered. The artifacts them-
selves are indicative of a family of lower middle class standing. Rarely, if ever, were mostly complete
vessels recovered from the midden deposit. Ceramic and other artifacts were typically in a highly frag-
mented state before being committed to the archaeological record. This may be a reflection of reuse of
vessels and artifacts until they could no longer function. This may be related to long periods of isolation
on the island and irregular access on behalf of the lighthouse keepers and their families to materials and
goods. Coins recovered from this deposit suggest a terminus post quem to 1820, possibly associating the
refuse scatter with Captain Eli Kimberly and his family.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The results of preliminary archaeological survey on Faulkner Island suggested the presence of intact
archaeological deposits relating to both Native American and early Euro-American activities within the
area of proposed impact along the eastem and northwestern edges of the island. The identification of diag-
nostic artifacts and potential features offered the opportunity to further investigate and understand early
Native American habitation and use of the island and surrounding Long Island Sound. The presence of
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midden deposits associated with the lighthouse keepers on the island presented an opportunity to augment
the written historic record of the island.

Further excavation of test pits and excavation units east of the light tower did identify a sheet refuse
strata associated with disposal of the food and domestic remains of the lighthouse keeper and his family.
The archaeological evidence, though limited, is an important contribution to the historical record of the
various lighthouse keepers and their activities.

The prehistoric data from Faulkner Island indicate that Native American activities on Faulkner Island
were of limited duration. However, the limited extent of investigations obviously limits the conclusions
that can be drawn from the data. Low density scatters of lithic materials suggest limited types of activities
taking place. The presence of features suggests some length of habitation on the island, and the presence
of marine faunal remains indicates that the exploitation of marine resources was one activity taking place.
It appears as if only a limited portion of the prehistoric component of the Faulkner Island site continued
inland with interior sections ofthe site severely impacted by lighthouse construction/occupation. Further-
more, it is apparent that with the continuous erosion, much of the site has undoubtedly eroded into Long
Island Sound.
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THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF AN ENLISTED MAN'S HUT
AT PUTNAM MEMORIAL STATE PARK

DANIEL CRUSON

ABSTRACT

With the 1997 rejuvenation of Putnam Memorial Park in Redding Connecticut, brush was cut and an area
of the northern end of the Company Street was exposed for the first time. This area contained several of the hut
remains from the Revolutionary War winter encampment of 1778-79. Unlike the rest of the enlisted men's hut remains
in the park, which were heavily altered and landscaped, these ruins appeared to be untouched. Utilizing studentsfrom
the anthropology classes of Joel Barlow High School, the 1998 fall season was spent uncovering about 40% of a
single structure. From this excavation we were able to confirm the descriptions of two eyewitness accounts of the
encampment, and, in addition, document some of the. construction practices for these types of structures and the
rough life style of their inhabitants.

INTRODUCTION

In the winter of 1778 - 79, the right wing of the Continental Army was ordered by Gen. Washington
to establish its winter quarters along the northern border of Redding, Connecticut. Accordingly, three
encampments were laid out in an east-west line spanning from the northeast to the north central areas of
the town and separated by a mile and a half from each other. The troops were fully hutted by the end of
December and they remained in camp until the end of May, when they marched off to the Hudson high-
lands and the year's fighting. The encampments reverted to forest or, in the case of the easternmost
encampment, became an orchard and was used for light agricultural activities (Hollister 1855; Todd 1906).

By the 1880s, due to the efforts of several local historians and antiquarians, a campaign developed
to buy the easternmost encampment and develop it as a state historical park and memorial to Israel Putnam
who had been the commander of the Redding Camps. In 1887 the state legislature formally accepted the
donation of 12 acres from Arthur Treadwell as the nucleus of the park and within a year, an obelisk
monument had been erected to commemorate the men who had occupied the three camps. Plans were also
begun to develop and conserve the military remains. The fortunes of the park waxed and waned over the
next 100 years as funding levels fluctuated. In 1990, the park reached the nadir of its existence when the
park funding was cut entirely, the park ranger was reassigned, and the park was closed.

After being closed to the public for seven years, funding was finally returned to Putnam State Park
and it was reopened in 1997. Coincident with the reopening, a support group was formed consisting of
interested citizens of Bethel and Redding and constituted as the Friends and Neighbors of Putnam
Memorial State Park. One of their goals was to stimulate improvements to the park such as cleaning out
some of its long neglected features, cutting trails along the line of the ones that had originally crisscrossed
the park, and clearing brush from some of the features in the Company Street that had not been cleared
since the early days of the park. (The Company Street is delineated by the double line of 54 "firebacks"
or chimney remains which are the only above ground features that are left from the two rows of enlisted
men's huts. These features have been the centerpiece of the park from its inception.) The clearing of the
northern portion of the Company Street revealed several "firebacks" that were apparently untouched or
at least minimally disturbed by the landscaping which had been done over the years of the park's cultiva-
tion and development. It was felt that this relatively untouched area would afford an excellent opportunity
for an archaeological excavation that could reveal new information on the nature of the 1778 - 79
encampment.

41
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There have been two previous archaeological excavations at the park. In 1973 and 1974, David
Poirier conducted excavations centering on the Company Street (Poirier 1976). He established that the
"fireback" or chimney remains were substantially in their original positions, but that extensive landscaping
of the area had seriously disturbed the subsurface remains of the huts. His description of these disturbed
remains served as a model of the types of remains that we might expect to find, although it was our hope
that the areas we were investigating would have more stratigraphic integrity. His careful excavation of the
faunal remains in the Company Street, and their subsequent analysis, has also given a good picture of what
we could expect to find, and at least a hint of the diet and living conditions of the Revolutionary period.
In 1990 - 1991, a second and more extensive archaeological survey of the park was made by Ricardo J.
Elia (1991), of Boston University. His work brought together all of the existing primary and secondary
sources for the encampment, all of the documentation for the formation and development of the park, a
survey of all of maps and diagrams pertaining to the park and encampment as well as the results of his
surface and subsurface testing of many existing features of the park. This served as a database for back-
ground on the site, which we used to guide our own investigations.

A fortuitous discovery made in the spring of 1998 also added an unexpected source of information,
which proved invaluable to interpreting our work of that fall. Robert McDonald, while conducting research
on winter military encampments of the Revolutionary period in the collections of the Historical Society
of Pennsylvania, located the Continental Army Diary of Sergeant-Major John Hawkins who served in
Enoch Poor's Brigade from September 1777 to mid 1781 (McDonald 1998). This included the period
when Poor's Brigade was stationed in Camp Reading. It was a one-volume diary and according to
McDonald (I998:i), "It is evident that the diary was maintained in the field, the entries being
contemporary. "

Hawkins entry for February II, 1779 was of greatest value to our interpretation of the remains we
excavated. The routine of the camp had become tedious and in the enforced leisure of mid February, he
decided to give a minute description of the layout of the camp, the positions of the officers and enlisted
man's huts, as well as the hut dimensions and construction methods. He also gave descriptions of the
support service huts which we had suspected must exist in the camp but which we had no knowledge of
beyond Elias inconclusive excavation of the reputed bakery remains (Elia 1991:63-64). In McDonald's
estimation, "This lengthy entry of February II, 1779 is the most detailed contemporary description of a
Continental Army winter hut cantonment known to exist and is, by far, the high point of the diary's con-
tent" (McDonald 1998:i). This was our most valuable source of information and a good deal of the
information that we recovered from our excavations served to confirm the accuracy of Hawkins'
description.

Hawkin's description of the camp is of such value that is worth supplying most of it verbatim here:

Our town or towns is planted in a Valley and on a HiH, on the back of the Hill is still rising
Ground which almost makes the Hill appear a Valley likewise; it is something like the City of Quebec,
has an Upper and Lower Town, and under that character I shall consider our city.

In our Upper Town are the Field, Staff and other commissioned Officers, their Waiters, with a
number of public Huts, such as the Commissary's, the Quarter Master's, the Carpenter, the
Shoemaker's, the Tailor's, the Bake Oven enclosed in a Hut, and the Soap Boilers, beside a Hut in each
Regiment for the Quarter Guard, etc. I cannot give the precise Number, as the Huts are placed so
irregular and scattered; and the Woods about them not being properly cleared, I did not take the
Trouble to count them; I thought the Labor would be greater than the Curiosity.

In the Lower Town the Non-commissioned Officers and Soldiers, with their wives and concubines
reside. it contains One Hundred and Sixteen Huts, on a regular Line, Front and Rear, with a little
Vacancy between the Rows like a Lane or Alley, and a smaller Space between Hut and Hut as a
Passage from a Front Hut to a Rear one. The Huts are built with Logs, 12 feet long and 16 Feet broad
wide, plastered with wet Dirt, and covered with Slaps [shingles]; The Houses of the Upper Town is the
same only the covering, which is Boards drawn for that purpose. The Huts all have neat Doors facing
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to the East, and nice large Stone Chimneys fronting the West, and many has Windows, some to the East
and others to the South.

The bountiful Hand of Providence has given us Water in Abundance. The Land is very Springy. Many
has little Spring of Water at the corner of their Huts, other near it, and some even at a Corner of their Huts
inside. Wood we have sufficient. Provisions we have plenty. Nothing almost that Life allows but we partici-
pate in, but that of seeing fine prospects around us, such as a beautiful Village or fine Country. It is but"a poor
Part of the Country; it swarms with Tories, those disaffected People to America. It is an uncommon change-
able Climate; scarce two Days has been alike in the Weather since we have been here (MacDonald 1998:2).

THE EXCAVATION

In the spring of 1998, after having seen the recently cleared remains of the northernmost chimneys
[Since it was subsequently discovered that the firebacks were, in fact, chimney remains, the term chimney
will be used throughout the remainder of this report rather than the more popular fireback], a proposal to
conduct a limited excavation in the recently uncovered area was drawn up and submitted to Nick
Bellantoni at the Office of State Archaeology, David Poirier at the Connecticut Historical Commission,
and to Pam Adams at the Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection which oversees the park.
Approval was forthcoming at the end of the summer, and plans were formulated to excavate (Figure I)
the area around the two chimney remains labeled E51 and W51. (These designations come from the 1890
survey map of the park and its Revolutionary War features. The parallel rows of chimney remains were
numbered sequentially from the southernmost as #1 to the northernmost as #54. The letter designation
indicating the east or west chimney of that number. Although some of the chimney remains have dis-
appeared, the use of the 1890 designations was maintained by Elia and has been continued here.)

Excavation was begun on September 19, 1999 and continued for 15 Saturday and Sunday sessions
until November 15, 1999, when all of the units were backfilled and the site restored to its former
appearance, minus the poison ivy that we had cleared at the beginning of our work. Labor was supplied
primarily from two sources. Students from my anthropology classes at Joel Barlow High School used these
sessions as an optional field school, and members of the Friends and Neighbors of Putnam Memorial State
Park were also offered an opportunity to learn the process of archaeology first hand. In addition, several
individuals who had excavation experience with other archaeologists working in this region joined us and
they formed the core of our excavators, being consistently on site and in a position to help supervise our
fledgling volunteers. All of this was consistent with our goal of providing education to students and the
public regarding the archaeological process. This goal was secondary only to the primary goal of obtaining
information on the enlisted men's life style.

A datum point was established about two feet south and east of the chimney E5l. Six foot square
units were then laid out and subdivided into four three foot square quadrants in order to facilitate assigning
manageable areas within which students were to work. A total of eight units was finally laid out and
excavated either in part or fully. These units were numbered sequentially, as laid out, rather than using
the larger grid designations based upon the cardinal directions and distance which would have been more
appropriate if we were mapping and gridding the entire encampment.

It should be noted here that all work was done using English measurements rather than metric. Since
the original camp and its huts were laid out in the English system of measurement, it is reasonable to
conduct the excavation in the same system making spatial relations in the archaeological context express-
ible in terms similar to those in the original context, and thus facilitating our ability to visualize and
reconstruct the site.

The eight units were excavated using standard techniques of trowel excavation and all dirt that was
removed was carefully screened through a quarter-inch mesh sieve. We did not excavate and catalogue
in arbitrary units of depth, but rather measured everything in absolute depth below surface. Ina site of
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Figure I. A general view of the 1998 excavations. The workers in the foreground are excavating hut W51
which was found to have been laid out but not constructed. The excavators in the background
are working on the fiuitful remains of hut E51.

this nature where there is little soil deposition and where fine differences of depth can be significant, it
was felt that measuring in absolute depth rather than level provided more stratigraphic control.

The stratigraphy of the hut units was very similar to that established by David Poirier, but without
the obvious landscaped layer (Poirier 1976:46). We found a topsoil layer, which contained most of the
modem (late 19th and early 20th century) park debris. Below that, we did not find a sterile sand and
gravel layer indicating that this part of the company street had not been landscaped. This meant that the
topsoil layer graded into the black humic stratum which contained the Revolutionary period remains and
it was often difficult to distinguish the division between these two levels was. Below the dense black
humic layer, at about 10 - II inches below surface, a lighter brown subsoil layer was discovered which
was largely sterile.

FEATURES AND ARTIFACTS RECOVERED

From the overall excavation 757 artifacts and pieces of bone and two features were excavated and
catalogued. The artifacts and bone of a probable 18th century origin consisted of the following:

Bone - 58.5%
Quartz and Flint flakes - 25.5%
Glass Shards - 6.8%
Nails - 1.8%
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Tobacco Pipe fragments - 2.7%
Musket Balls - 2
Lead Buckshot - 6
The base of two 18th century glass medicine vials
Lead casting waste
A rim shard of a cast iron cauldron
Pewter button with a wire loop soldered on the back
Lead Clothing Stud

Late 19th and early 20th century park remains consisted of the following:

Buffalo Nickel dated 1926
2 Bottle caps
A faux pearl from an earring
Most of a clear glass ·bottle of the late 19th century
Half of a horseshoe
Fragments of a cut glass salt shaker
A large piece of iron from some 20th century roadbuilding machine like a grader

Bone
A total 448 pieces of bone were saved and their location in the units measured. Most of this bone

was very small and was incapable of being identified as to species. The mean size of the bone in this
sampling was only .5 inches and the average was less at .342 inches. (Size here is the longest dimension
of the fragment.) An attempt to identify the remaining larger pieces of bone was not attempted because
David Poirier (1976:49) in the earlier 1973 - 74.excavations did an analysis ofa much larger sample of
bone. This has given a better picture ofthe incidence of bone in the site than could be obtained from the
small sample we recovered from the equivalent of one half of one hut. The analysis of the bone scatter,
however, has given us some valuable insight on the layout of the hut (see below).

Litbics
One of the great surprises of the excavation was the quantity of lithic waste discovered in and

around hut E51. Of all the 169 pieces of quartz and 13 chert flakes, almost all of them were very small
waste flakes; the mean size being .675 inches and the average .716. There were several identifiable tools
including a projectile point tip, five crude bifaces, and two pieces of worked quartz none of which was
diagnostic. In addition a large worked flake about 1.3 inches in diameter was recovered from the
northeastern portion of Unit 3 (Figure 2). This appeared to be a deep greenish chert similar to the type
recovered from the Coxsackie quarries in the Hudson valley. The chert waste flakes were predominately
black chert that is so common in prehistoric sites in this area.

This material was obviously prehistoric and not of the Revolutionary period. None of the chert
appeared to be of a European type that might have come from the process of knapping gun flints, but
rather it was all of the low-grade local kind. The analysis below suggests one possible way that this
anomaly could have occurred.

Glass
The 48 shards of glass that were recovered were scattered in an even distribution vertically and

consisted of everything. from fragments of a modem brown glass bottle to small shards of old window
glass. The mean size of this glass was .75 inches and the average was .765 inches. Generally the older
glass was found in the five to seven and a half inch layers which corresponded to the 18th century
habitation level. Most of the old shards were thin window glass, suggesting that the hut had a glazed
window. •
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Figure 2. A view of the fully excavated unit 3 showing the three large rocks in the foreground that were
left protruding into the hut. In the upper right is a small mysterious stone lined pit that was
about 12 inches deep and contained charcoal. There was also extensive evidence of burning on
the rocks.

In addition to the window glass shards, the remains of at least five bottle or glass containers were
recovered. One of these vessels was a modern brown bottle and another was the screw top to a modern
clear glass bottle. The remains of both of these were recovered in the upper four inches of the hut area
and were clearly modern picnic debris. The remains of what appears to be a cut glass salt shaker from the
size and curvature of the base shard and a large octagonal bottle with the embossment "Wayne County
Produce; Greenpoint, Long Island" were recovered in the fireplace area of the chimney remains and were
also obviously deposited during the modern park period.

The only 18th century container to be recovered was the lower half of two small pharmaceutical
vials which were found in the hut area at a depth of 5.5 inches. There location would have been near the
east wall ofthe hut. Vials that were almost identical have been recovered from Fort Stanwix (Hanson and
Hsu 1975:130 - Fig 67f) and at Fort Ligonier (Grimm 1970:153 #16), both in undisputed 18th century
contexts.

Lead Shot
The only unambiguous military remains were two musket balls and six buckshot (Figure 3). Both

of the musket balls were .64 caliber and were finished (the casting spur was removed) and unfired. Musket
balls in the caliber range .58 to .64 were probably made for the imported French muskets of .69 caliber
(Hanson and Hsu 1975:80; Poirier 1976:48). All five of the buckshot were.30 -. 31 caliber and all were
finished. The majority of buckshot recovered by David Poirier was also in this caliber range .

•
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Figure 3. Lead ammunition consisting of two musket balls of .64 inch diameter, suitable for use in a
French musket, and four of the six small shot measuring .33 inch in diameter.

In Unit 8, a large blob of molten lead was recovered. Unfortunately, it was recovered in the screen
so its exact location is not known although the dirt being sieved was all from the eight-inch depth and
from the area that was outside the west wall of the hut. This indicates that musket ball casting was being
done in the area outside the huts. Since this was an isolated find and since most of the material that was
in the alleyway between the huts was subject to being periodically cleaned out and thus moved (McDonald
1998:3), the location of this casting activity cannot be determined.

Other 18th Century Material
The only other clearly 18th century material that was recovered were various clay pipe fragments,

four forged nails, a rim piece of a cast iron cauldron, a pewter button and a squashed lead clothing stud
(Figure 4). Of the 20 pipe shards, five were stem fragments and the rest were very small portions of the
thin-walled bowl. All but one of these shards were found in unit I and they may have been parts of a
single pipe. There were no diagnostic shards. The nails were similarly undistinguished. The rim fragment
from what appears to be a cast iron cauldron was only 1.75 inches square and so was too small to estimate
the curvature and thus the diameter of the vessel.

The only clothing-related items were the button and stud. The pewter button is similar to Ivor Noel
Hume's type 29 (Noel Hume 1970:91). It appears to be pewter rather than the whitemetal of Noel Hume's
type, but it has an identical wire loop cast in the boss of the disk. The front design is a starburst. The
clothing stud was made of lead and had been squashed by an errant step. Both items were found in the
southwest area of the hut and were typical 18th century clothing items.
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Figure 4. Clothing items consisting of a small pewter button with a sunburst or flower design and a lead
stud that had been dropped on the hut floor and stepped on, squashing it flat.

Features
There were two identifiable features, one in the hut area and the other outside, adjacent to the

chimney. The interior feature #1 was a shallow, oval pit measuring 17 X 13 inches and 13 to 13.5 inches
deep in the center. It was located about eight feet due east of the fireplace. The pit was filled with black
earth and charcoal and there were five stones that lined its west and north edges. It appears that this may
have been a waste pit for ash from the fireplace. The ash had been deposited when it was hot since there
was abundant evidence of burning on the lining stones. If this were a waste pit, it probably dates from
the early months of the encampment. By February soap was in short supply and Col. Hazen had erected
a soap house in the so-called upper town. Soldiers were offered one pound of hard soap for every bushel
of good ash brought to the soap works (MCDonald 1998:3). It would appear from this that waste pits for
ash would not have been dug after the beginning of February.

Feature #2 was located in the area outside of the west wall of the hut. It consisted of a tight scatter
of debris consisting of six pieces of bone including a fairly large joint end, four shards of glass, and nail
fragment and some lead waste. This material is located in the alley way just outside the hut and up against
two stones of the chimney. Since it is known that this alleyway was periodically cleaned (see analysis
below) it appears that this is a small accumulation of debris that got caught in the comer formed by the
chimney and the west hut wall and thus not carted away during the sweeping process.

Modern Park Material
Most of the material that was recovered, which belonged to the late 19th and early 20th centuries,

was clearly deposited after the park was formed, As listed above, most of this material is of little interest
and revealed little of the history of the site beside the fact that picnicking had occurred there. This was
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nicely attested to by the recovery of fragments of a cut glass salt shaker (Figure 5) among the rocks of
the chimney, where some outdoor diner had either thrown or dropped it.

Figure 5. The bottom half of a small, hand blown glass, pharmaceutical vial that had been broken and
thrown against the interior of the east hut wall, probably under a b~nk bed where it was out of
the way.

The bottle, which was recovered from the upper level of the fireplace was, however, of some
interest. It was a fairly large octagonal bottle with the embossment "Wayne County Produce; Greenpoint,
Long Island" and it dated to the late years of the 19th century. Its fragments were recovered from around
the upper stones but two shards were recovered from under a moderately large stone in the middle of the
fireplace area. This shows that there has been some movement of the chimney stones since their collapse
after abandonment. The remaining intact stratigraphy of the fireplace area, however, strongly argues that
this disturbance was minimal, possibly limited to the smashing of this bottle with a rock by one of the
vacating picnickers.

ANALYSIS

Identifying the Hut Remains
The bone remains constituted the largest bulk of material recovered and were found in virtually

every unit, although the greatest quantity came from those units that were in the hut for chimney E51
(Figure 6). Because the hut had been burned when it was abandoned most of this bone was calcined which
has insured its preservation. It is also possible that some of this bone were the remains of meals that had
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been disposed of in the fireplace and thus calcined even before the hut was burned. As the ash and bone
remains was cleared from the fireplace it would have found its way onto the dirt floor where it was
walked upon, further reducing it in size and scattering it to every corner of the hut.

The location of the hut was clearly indicated by the bone scatter. Unit I, which was laid out just
to the east of the chimney ESl, yielded 128 bone fragments or 28% of the total. The adjacent unit 3
yielded 109 bone fragments accounting for 24.3% of the total. Over one-half of the bone recovered was
in these two units which were clearly in the remains of the hut (From Sergeant Major Hawkins account
we know that the huts were laid out to the east of the chimney remains [McDonald 1998:3]).

In contrast, unit 2 yielded only 12 pieces of bone. This unit is just to the west of the chimney ESI
and would have been in the narrow alley between the rows of the huts. Hawkins noted that the camp had
"...Camp Colounuen, whose duty it is to keep clean the Streets, Lanes and Alleys in our city" (McDonald
1998:3). Based upon the absence of bone, it would appear that these sweepers did a fairly good job.
Unit 4 also had an unusually low bone yield; only II pieces in the entire 6x6-foot square. This was
puzzling because this should have been within the eastern portion of the hut containing chimney WSI. It
appears that this hut may have been staked out by the Quarter Master and stone deposited to build a
chimney, but that the hut was never built. Unfortunately, our time in the field expired before we could
excavate the fireplace portion of WSI to see if it had ever been used.

The Living Floor
The distribution of the bone vertically in the site has given us some indication of the level of the

living floor (Figure 7). When plotted by one inch levels, there appears a sharp decline to almost SO%in
the amount of bone recovered at seven to eight inches below surface and another decline of almost SO%
in the amount of bone in the eight to nine inch level. This would suggest that the habitation level was at
6.S to 7 inches below surface. Much of the bone found below the seven-inch level was probably pushed
into the dirt floor by the walking of many feet over the course of many months. This bone scatter and the
level of maximum artifact recovery are almost the only indication of the location of the hut floor. There
was no obvious compacted layer of soil, which we had hoped to find at the living level.

One other indication of the location of the hut floor, however, came from the burn pattern on the
rock, which had been left in the hut when it was built. It was obvious that the huts had been burned at
some time after they were abandoned. The layer of soil lyingjust above the hut living level was thick with
charcoal and the rocks in the hut were obviously burned and in many cases brightly reddened. Itwas these
red burn marks on the larger rocks in the hut gave an indication of the floor location. The red burn
marking began at six inches below surface and extended up the rock for five or six inches. The hot embers
that produced these bum marks were presumably lying on the dirt floor of the hut after the burning hut
collapsed, so these bum marks would have begun just a half inch or so above the floor level, at
approximately the same depth as suggested by the vertical bone scatter.

The very existence of these large rocks in the hut indicated another aspect of hut construction and
living of which we had been previously unaware. In unit three, near what would have been the east wall,
there were three large rocks, measuring IS to 24 inches in diameter. These rocks had burn marks on them
as described above and therefore had to be in the dirt floor of the hut at the time that it was burned, at
the end of the winter encampment. This would also suggest that these rocks had been there during the
period when the hut was occupied.

Given their size, it would appear that the soldiers who were building their own hut, made no effort
to pull these rocks up and cart them away from what would be the interior of their living quarters.
Therefore, over the course of the winter they lived with these rocks sticking up out of the floor to a height
of seven or eight inches. What this must have occasioned in tenus of painfully stubbed toes can only be
imagined. Itmay be possible that these rocks were close enough to the wall that they actually were under
the bunk beds, which were built there and therefore were deemed not worth the effort of removal.

At Valley Forge, there was clear archaeological evidence that the hut floors had been excavated in
order to get the living floor below the frost line, which would decrease the heat loss (Schnadelbach Braun
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ND:8). The practice was not continued. At Morristown the soldiers were instructed not to excavate their
floors into the ground since this increased the moisture and this, it was felt, contributed to the higher than
normal disease rate experienced at Valley Forge (Schnadelbach Braun ND:9). The practice of not
excavating hut floors appears to have been the case at the Putnam encampment as well. The living level,
being at 6.S - 7 inches, is too close to the surface to have been excavated at the time that the hut was
built.

The Valley Forge research into hut reconstruction did conclude, however, that there might have been
some leveling of the hut site even if the floor was not actually sunk into the ground. "All huts were most
likely excavated in some manner, although indications of hut not being excavated should be watched for."
(Schnadelbach Braun ND:9) The preliminary leveling of the Putnam encampment hut sites by removing
a couple of inches of soil, while still leaving the large rocks in place, might account for the large quantity
of quartz debitage that was recovered from Hut ESI. If a prehistoric site lying close to the surface were
disturbed by this process, quartz and chert waste flakes could have been turned up and distributed across
the floor ofthe hut. Regrettably, no diagnostic lithic artifacts were recovered which would have confirmed
the prehistoric nature of the debitage and established its age.

The Hut Walls
The location of the hut walls was one of our research goals but we found that they were frustratingly

difficult to establish with any certainty. We were fortunate in having the testimony of Sergeant Major
Hawkins to guide our search. Under his entry for February 11th, he describes the hut arrangement as
follows: "It contains One Hundred and Sixteen Huts on a regular line, Front and Rear, with a little
Vacancy between the Rows like a regular Lane or Alley, and a smaller Space between Hut and Hut as
a Passage from a Front Hut to a Rear one. The huts are built with logs, 12 feet long & and 16 feet broad
wide ...and nice large Stone Chimneys fronting the West" (McDonald 1998:3).

It was now our job to establish the orientation of the huts and locate the walls with respect to the
chimney, which was our one point of certainty. Because of the incineration of the huts at the end of their
occupation, all of the soil in and around the huts was darkened, obscuring any soil stains that might have
been left by the log sills. Our hope to find identifiable charcoal remains of the logs themselves was
likewise frustrated. Charcoal appeared to have been fairly evenly scattered over the area where we
expected to find the walls. Since this region of the Company Street was turned into an apple orchard very
shortly after the removal of the troops, with trees being planted in the chimney remains, it is possible that
any charcoal remains of the log walls was scattered since they would have been near or at the surface of
the ground at the time.

We then turned to the horizontal distribution of the bone fragments. In theory, the bone fragments
being distributed throughout the interior of the hut should stop at the walls. Thus there should have been
a distinct line at which the bone stopped, that line defining the hut wall. In reality the situation was a little
more complex. As we excavated the western half of unit six we began find bone that had been scattered
well beyond where the hut wall should have been, i.e., at more than 16 feet from the chimney. Apparently,
as soldiers walked over the floor, they picked up bone fragments on the bottom of the frequently wet and
muddy boots. These were then tracked outside.

A careful plot of all the bone fragments recovered in unit 6 revealed that a shadow of the wall
remained (Figure 8). A band six inches wide extended from a line located 19 inches from the west
boundary of the unit to another at 25 inches. Within this band the was only one small fragment of bone,
while to the west, inside of the hut there was a very thick scatter and to the east, outside of the hut was
a light scatter commensurate with the type of bone scatter that would have been produced by tracking this
garbage out of the hut on one's feet.

When this sterile band was plotted on the site diagram (Figure 6), it was measured at almost exactly
16 feet from the center of the chimney, neatly matching Hawkin's description and establishing the
probability that this band is the east wall of the hut. If it is, then the hut must have been oriented with its
long axis lying east-west. If this was mirrored by a similar orientation for the hut to the west, at Chimney
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WS1, the alley between the huts was narrow indeed, being only 8 feet wide. (The separation between all
of the chimneys is 24 feet on center.) In addition, since the narrow l2-foot width of the hut was oriented
north to south, the separation between the adjacent huts ESO and ES2 should be 12 feet.

The same type of bone scatter plotting was also tried to locate the south wall but with less obvious
results (Figure 9). Based upon the above orientation, the south wall of the hut should have been six feet
south of a centerline drawn through the center of the fireplace along the long axis of the hut. This would
have put the wall in Quad D of unit 7. Both Quads C and D were plotted without obvious result.
However, if a strip of paper representing a six-inch wide log is placed on the plot there is only one area
where it fits without covering up any bone. That, then, must be the shadow of the south wall. Measuring
the distance to the center line of the hut, this wall shadow was found to be almost exactly six feet which
tends to confirm the identification of that region as the wall location. It should be noted however that the
amount of bone in quad D was considerably less than that used to identify the east wall and only three
feet of the wall shadow was uncovered rather than the six feet of the east wall uncovered in unit 6, so
there is less certainty of the south wall identification.
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The Chimney
The location of the chimney was the most obvious of any hut feature because many of the collapsed

chimney stones remained above ground. What was uncertain however was the height of the chimney and
its relationship to the rest of the hut.

The chimney was definitely that, rather than a stone lining to a wooden chimney suggested by the
century old use of the term fireback when referring to the stone piles. The evidence for this was both
textual and archaeological. Hawkin's in his description of the enlisted men's huts, specifically mentions
chimneys; "The Huts have all neat Doors fronting to the East, and nice large Stone Chimneys fronting
to the west" (McDonald 1998:3).

The archaeological evidence appeared in Unit I after that unit had been excavated to a depth of 7
inches. All stones were left in place in this unit until that depth was reached. On examining the exposed
rocks carefully, it was found that many exhibited the unmistakable red marks of having been exposed to
a hot fire. Many other rocks, however, did not have those burn marks. The unburned rocks usually
appeared slightly higher than the burned rocks and, viewed from above, it was apparent that the unburned
rocks formed a scatter that led from the side of the above ground chimney stones to the southeast corner
of the unit. In addition, these unburned stones appeared to become smaller as they approached that
southeast corner.
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From this pattern, it became apparent that the destruction of the hut had occurred in two phases. The
hut itself had burned and collapsed on itself, in the process of which the stones onto which the burning
timbers fell were fire reddened. This left the chimney free standing. At some later time the chimney
finally collapsed, falling to the southeast and scattering the stones in the now cool ash of the burned hut,
leaving them without indications of having come into contact with fire.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to estimate the height of the chimney. It is therefore tempting to
rely on the account of Joseph Plum Martin who was at the Redding encampment at the time of the hut
building. Although he was at the Gallows Hill camp rather than the one we were excavating, the
construction procedures must have been similar. According to Martin, "A chimney was then built at the
center of the back side, composed of stone as high as the eaves and finished with sticks and clay" (Martin
1962:169). Earlier in this account he mentions that when the walls of the hut " ...arrived a proper height
of about seven feet ..." the roofing procedure would begin (Ibid). Thus the eaves stood at about seven feet
and the chimney must have been about that tall with a finishing course of sticks and clay to bring the
height of the chimney high enough above the peak of the roof to draw well. The amount of rock that was
attributed to the collapsed chimney, both above and below ground, would have been ample for a chimney
such as Martin describes.

The actual fireplace was remarkably easy to locate. In the center of the pile of collapsed stones were
three fairly large slabs of rock. One lying on a north-south axis and two extending perpendicular to that
stone creating a large U with the two vertical strokes pointing east (Figure 2). The confirming evidence
that this was the fireplace was the fire reddening on the inside of the U-configured rocks, and the heavy
deposits of charcoal and calcined bone which were the remains of the last fires of the hut's inhabitants
and the last meals that they ate there.

The orientation of the chimney with respect to the hut itself posed a little more of a problem.
Hawkins definitely states that there were large stone chimneys fronting the West, but it is not clear from
this if the chimney stood entirely outside of the hut, was placed so that it was partly within and partly
outside, or entirely enclosed within the hut walls. All of these possibilities have been suggested for huts
at other encampments (Schnadelbach Braun Partnership ND:6). The inability to locate the west walls with
certainty made it difficult to determine which of these possible spatial relationships were used by our hut
builders.

Examining the scattering of litter outside of the hut gave an indication that the chimney was located
entirely outside of the hut with the east side of the chimney protruding through the west wall of the hut.
It had been noted that the eight foot alleyway between the east and west hut was remarkably free of litter
and especially bone fragments. As noted above, only 12 fragments of bone were recovered from the entire
unit 2, which was completely within the alleyway. The reason for this, according to Hawkins, was the
frequent sweeping of the alleyways between the huts (McDonald 1998:3).

It is characteristic of any sweeping activity, however, that debris tends to be caught in the angles
of walls and not cleaned out. This would be especially true of a military camp in which the discipline was
fairly lax and discontent often high (Elia 1991:25-29). This appears to be the reason for Feature #2, a
scatter of bone, glass, and a nail, that appeared in the north-central portion of quad A unit 8. From the
placement of the fireplace, it appears that this isolated scatter was located up against the south side of the
chimney stack where it had been left after one or more sweeping of the alleyway to the west. This would
indicate that the chimney must have protruded from the west wall of the hut. If this is the case, the west
wall of the hut must be roughly coincident with the front or east edges of the fireplace.

Windows and Doors
According to Sergeant Hawkins, "The Huts have all neat Doors fronting to the east, and nice large

stone chimneys fronting the west, and many have Windows, some to the East and others to the South"
(MacDonald 1998:3). Itwas hoped that the excavation of hut E51 would result in confirmation of the door
placement and would allow us to determine where the window might have been.
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Itwas first thought that the large flat rock, which appeared in the eastern portion of unit 3 and was
located on the longitudinal axis, might have been a threshold. Subsequent identification of the wall about
two feet farther east makes this improbable. It was then hoped that a plot of the bone scatter in unit 6
might reveal heavier deposits of bone in the area of the door since this area would have received heave
traffic and more bone would have been moved from the hut to the area immediately in front of the door
on the booted feet of the hut's inhabitants. If the door was directly across from the fireplace on the
longitudinal axis of the hut, we would expect to find heavier bone concentrations in Quad B of unit 6. In
fact, that area contained about half the number of bone fragments as Quad A to the south. Unless the door
was offset to the south, the bone scatter does not reveal the presence of the door. It should be noted,
however, that we only excavated a six-foot section along what was once the front of the hut. Excavation
of the area to the immediate north might reveal a more distinctive bone scatter pattern.

Location ofthe window is more problematical. Enough old glass, which was very thin and flat, was
recovered to suggest that the window may have been glazed. If the entire hut floor had been excavated
a concentration of this old glass along one wall might indicate the rough location of the window in an
adjacent wall, but with the limited excavation, there was no obvious concentration.

The absence of a great deal of molten glass was also troubling given the high heat that must have
been generated when the hut burned. Is it possible that the windows had been broken and the glass
scattered on the dirt floor and covered with unburned material that insulated it? Was it possible that the
windows being of some value were salvaged and only a broken pane or two left the glass that we found?
This is an area that needs further attention in future excavations.

CONCLUSION

•

Regarding the archaeological goals included in the initial proposal, our efforts were almost
completely successful. It is apparent from this limited excavation that the area of the northern huts (i.e.
East and West 50-54) have been minimally disturbed. Beside the modern park detritus in the upper three
inches of topsoil, most of the artifacts which were recovered are from the late 18th century and are
entirely consistent with a military encampment. They also appear to have been recovered from
approximately the same location in which they were originally deposited. The only disappointing aspect
of the artifact recovery is that little of it was of museum quality which would enhance the park museum's
collections. The vast majority of what we recorded being bone fragments and quartz flakes, the overall
display potential of what we recovered is small.

More important than the artifacts recovered was the exposure of the hut E51 and the information
that was recovered from this feature itself. For the first time, we have a good picture of the hut layout and
arrangement, and the probable appearance of the Company Street at the time it was occupied. This has
both confirmed and supplemented the eyewitness account that has so recently become known. We believe
that this area of the park can now be interpreted in a reasonably accurate maner.
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HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY
AT THE HUNTINGTON FARM SITE, SCOTLAND, CONNECTICUT

HAROLD D. JULI
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE

INTRODUCTION

In January 1995, while reading the Sunday New York Times, I came upon an article describing an
historic farm in Scotland, Connecticut, the birthplace of Samuel Huntington, one of four signers of the
Declaration of Independence from Connecticut. The article described the initial stages of an effort by a
local preservation group, The Governor Samuel Huntington Trust, Inc., to study, preserve and interpret
the eighteenth-century house and historic farmstead. At the time I was searching for a suitable field project
in historical archaeology, and the site seemed to offer interesting possibilities for a study in the archae-
ology of the recent past, in association with historic preservation and homestead interpretation being
considered by the Trust. I contacted and met the principals in the Trust several weeks later, and they were
enthusiastic about the prospect of hosting a summer archaeological project at the site. Two archaeological
field schools at the Huntington Farm were conducted during July and August 1995 and 1996 for six weeks
each summer. In association with the Connecticut College summer school program, a total of 22 students
enrolled in the courses in 1995 and 1996, in addition to two volunteer excavators. This group formed the
crew that tested and excavated the portions of the site described in this report.

The report is organized into several sections: initially reviewing information on the site's historical
and architectural features, the subject of separate professional research projects, and the archaeological
project, including sections on comparative studies, research design, site description, artifact analysis, and
interpretations. Modern historical archaeology has evolved as a multidisciplinary study (Orser and Fagan
1995). It is only through synthesis of architectural, documentary, and archaeological data that the research
and interpretative potential of a site like the Huntington farm can be realized (Juli 1997).

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

The Huntington Farm site is significant because it is the birthplace and residence (for the early part
of his life) of Samuel Huntington, one of Connecticut's four signers of the Declaration ofindependence
(Waugh 1968). Huntington also was president of the Continental Congress (1779) and Governor of
Connecticut after the Revolutionary War (1786) until his death while in office (1796). During this period,
Huntington was one of Connecticut's, and the young nation's, most prominent statesmen. In commemora-
tion of his life and achievements the Huntington family home has been designated a National Historic
Landmark by the Department of the Interior.

Samuel was born to Mehitabel and Nathaniel Huntington in July 1731, in the house in what was to
become the Town of Scotland (1857). Among the founders of the young town, the Huntingtons were a
moderately prosperous family which over time grew to ten children. Samuel's brother Nathaniel went to
Yale and became a minister, and at the age of sixteen Samuel was apprenticed to a cooper where he
worked for five years. Leaving the cooperage to study law, he was admitted to the bar in 1754. He soon
moved to Norwich, leaving the town and house of his birth at the age of 23. Between 1754 and 1776
Huntington was elected to a succession of town and colony offices. As a signer of the Declaration of
Independence, he was squarely in the midst of national politics. As President of the Continental Congress,
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historians have sometimes commented that when the Articles of Confederation went into effect (1781),
Huntington technically became the first President of the United States. This historical footnote is often
heard locally in Scotland. In 1784 Huntington was elected Lieutenant Governor of Connecticut and
Governor in 1786. Historians have suggested that as Governor he was a progressive. He died in 1796 at
the age of 64.

Throughout the eighteenth century the Huntington house and farm remained in the family, finally
passing to Eliphalet, the fifth son and seventh child of Mehitabel and Nathaniel in 1764. Nathaniel died
in 1767 and Mehitabel in 1781. The farm remained in the Huntington family until the early nineteenth
century. At the peak of Nathaniel's wealth it is thought that the property included some 200 acres. During
the nineteenth century, seven individuals owned the property, including the family of a physician, a Dr.
Bromley.

In 1922 the farm was bought by Everett and Sadie Kimball from Adaline Murray. The Kimballs had
four children, Harold, Burton, Albert and Eva. All spent their childhood years on the farm. Eva and
Harold remained on the farm in adulthood. Eva Kimball sold the house and the remaining 29 acres to the
Town of Scotland in 1994. Soon thereafter, a group of local preservationists -- the Governor Samuel
Huntington Trust, Inc., began to study and interpret this important site. In 1996, the Trust raised funds
to purchase the Huntington Farm from the Town of Scotland. Today the Trust owns and oversees the
research and development of the site.

ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW

The Huntington house was built ca. 1720 by Samuel Huntington's parents Mehitabel and Nathaniel.
The house is set back on a broad lawn along Route 14 in the Town of Scotland, adjacent to Merrick
Brook (Table I, Figure I). In 1994 when purchased by the Town, the house survived as a white center-
chimney structure with five asymmetrical bays. The house sits on 29 acres remaining from an eighteenth
century farm of some 200 acres originally owned by the Huntington family. The main house has an ell
attached to its eastern side. Surrounding the house there survive at least six outbuilding foundations or
structures in addition to a deteriorated wooden barn, a below-ground grain storage feature, a 20th-century
metal barn, scattered building foundations, a dilapidated frame structure in a surrounding field, as well
as a stone foundation on the extreme eastern border of the property, downslope from the main house and
adjacent to the neighbor's driveway and Merrick Brook (Figure I).

The house itself has a large asymmetrical facade indicating that a series of major structural changes
were undertaken as the house was enlarged several times. Interior and exterior evidence suggests structural
changes during four periods over a period of 250 years. There also are a set of rare interior and exterior
features not seen in other structures in the region. The original house standing when Samuel Huntington
was born in 1731 was one room over one room, now incorporated as the current house's south side.

The house's exterior is clapboard with an asphalt shingle roof. The ell clearly is not an original
element of the main house having been attached probably in the 19th century. It may have been an
eighteenth century structure brought to the house and added to it. The windows in the main house are
mostly Federal period in detail and generally in good condition. The front door has a five light transom,
not an original detail, and all the exterior doors are in fair to good condition. The two chimneys and
foundations are in various stages of decay and require structural intervention to restore them to an
acceptable condition.

In the interior, the room pattern within the main house consists of a downstairs parlor, hall, kitchen,
chamber and several cupboards and closets. Each room is in a different state of preservation and each
contains a set of architectural and decorative details which document the history of domestic changes.
Various owners made substantial improvements as the needs of the occupants changed over time. Signif-
icantly, there are no major 20th-century intrusions. On the second floor there are two chambers and a lean-
to attic. The chamber above the hall has one wall of raised paneling. Like the downstairs rooms, the two

-
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TABLE 1: HUNTINGTON FARM OUTBUILDINGS MAPPED DURING 1995, 1996 (Excluding
Main House and Ell)

Construction
Number Date Designation Function Determined By
I ? - 20C Barnyard Wooden Storage Shed Foundation Photograph, Oral History
2 1930s Wooden Ice House Foundation Photograph, Oral History
3 ? - 20C Wooden Summer KitchenITool Shed Foundation Photograph, Oral History
4 1930s Wooden/Concrete Milk House Photograph, Oral History
5 ? (pre 20C) Eastern Structure Foundation Unknown, Oral History

Suggests a "Shop"
6 ? - 20C Outhouse Site and Wooden Remains Oral History
7 1920s Wooden Chicken Coop Oral History
8 19 - 20C Wooden Grain Shed (with Ell) Foundation Photograph, Oral History
9 19 - 20C Wooden Open Wagon Shed Foundation Photograph, Oral History
10 19 - 20C Wooden Central Barn Foundation Photograph, Oral History
II 1930s Corrugated Metal Open Shed Standing, Oral History
12 1930s Concrete and Wood Milking Barn Standing, Oral History
13 1930s Wooden Silo Standing, Oral History
14 I940s? Metal Grain Hopper Standing, Oral History
15 19 - 20C Flat Roof Wooden Barn Foundation Photograph, Oral History
16 1930s Below Ground Stone Lined Silo Foundation In Situ, Oral History
17 20C Wooden/Concrete Field Shed Standing, Oral History
18 1930s Barnyard Concrete Well Cap In Situ, Oral History
19 pre 20C Fieldstone Well, South Lawn In Situ, Oral History
20 19- Daughter's of American Revolution In Situ, Oral History

Monument, South Lawn

chambers exhibit architectural and decorative details which reflect the history of activities and
modifications.

The Huntington house is significant not only as a National Historic Landmark due to its association
with Samuel, but as a fascinating and important survival of 18th - 20th century rural Connecticut farm
architecture. While described and studied architecturally in a preliminary fashion, many questions remain
relating to the architectural history of the structure. After being constructed in the early 18th century as
a one over one house, it was expanded, probably at the end of the 18th century, and was turned into a two
over two house. In all probability shortly thereafter the sloping back lean-to was added, and the kitchen
location was moved to the back (north side) of the house. Perhaps at this time the ell was added to the
house at its eastern end. While these changes to the exterior were occurring, interior decorative embellish-
ments and details were evolving, as well as exterior landscape and outbuilding changes associated with
farming, fulling, keeping animals, and milking throughout all periods in the property's 250 years of occu-
pation and growth.

Archaeological research has a clear role to play in understanding these architectural and landscape
changes. As the documentary and architectural components continue to shed new light on the propery's
history, archaeological research contributes to a broader-based reconstruction of the activities and events
that have taken place on this fascinating site.
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COMPARATIVE LITERATURE REVIEW

Beginning in the 19305, archaeologists in the U.S. began increasingly to tum their attention to the
material and architectural remains of seventeenth-century, colonial, and nineteenth century Euro-American
lifeways. As a consequence, this period gave rise to the discipline of historical archaeology, a field whose
development paralleled that of American archaeology's earlier focus on the remains of Native American
prehistory. In its earliest manifestation, historical archaeology was used in the 1930s at Colonial
Williamsburg as a technique to discover architectural remains, principally the surviving below-ground
foundations and cellars of Virginia's eighteenth-century capital (Noel Hume 1969). While the discipline
subsequently developed in a number of directions, the use of archaeology in the reconstruction and inter-
pretation of domestic architecture, domestic lifeways, and the study of small-scale domestic landscapes
has been a continuing tradition within the field. This approach has been used in several regions to study
sites ranging from rural farms (Keeler 1977) to the homes of wealthy and powerful elites (Kelso 1984).
In New England, in particular, the historical archaeology of domestic life has been addressed in numerous
studies focusing on a range of remains and the behaviors they reflect. These have included, for example,
sites of lower class blacks in Massachusetts (Baker 1980; Deetz 1977), studies conducted at an urban site
in Hartford (Poirier et al. 1982), and the archaeology of a nineteenth-century boarding house in Lowell,
Massachusetts (Beaudry and Mrozowski 1987), to name just several projects and approaches.

The focus of research has considered many questions and data sets in developing the perspective
of historical archaeology. For example, along with studies that have addressed architectural and landscape
changes, historical archaeologists have studied artifact patterns and their relationship to status and
economic issues (South 1977; Spencer-Wood 1987), the evolution of material culture in New England and
its relationship to cognitive models from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries (Deetz 1977, 1978);
the record of animal bones preserved at sites relating to diet and social class (Bellantoni et al. 1982;
Bowen 1978), studies of the pollen record reflecting changes in historical landscapes (Kelso 1984), the
use of documentary sources along with material remains in the interpretation of historic sites (Beaudry
1988), and the historical archaeology of a mixed racial community (Feder 1994). These studies reflect
several approaches based on type of site, the particular methodology being used in the investigation and
the conceptual approach of the research design. It is to one of these types that I now tum, to place the
Huntington Farm research within a broader comparative context.

The Historical Archaeology of Farms
During the last twenty years, a diverse and rich literature has been generated by historical archae-

ologists studying the American farm (Hart and Fisher 2000). One focus of this archaeology has been
investigations of the estates and farms of important men in American history. Recent studies have focused
on George Washington's Mount Vernon (Pogue 1988), Thomas Jefferson's Monticello (Kelso and Most
1990), Andrew Jackson's Hermitage (McKee 1996), and interestingly, Richard Stockton's estate, Morven,
in Princeton, New Jersey (Metheny et al. 1996). This property, originally a farm, was (Hehome of a signer
of the Declaration of Independence from New Jersey. We can only imagine that Richard Stockton and
Samuel Huntington were at least acquaintances, if not friends. For the most part, these studies have
focused on archaeology as a method to uncover information useful in house restoration and interpretation,
as well as landscape and garden reconstruction.

Another group of archaeological farm studies has considered the farm as an historical resource
worthy of study and preservation. One such study by John Wilson suggests that "the small single family
farm is perhaps the most ubiquitous historic period archaeological site in America, ..." (1990:23). This
statement is probably correct, and indicates how important it is to develop methods and approaches in the
study of farm sites, so that the more significant of these resources can be preserved for the public. This
theme is echoed in the work of William H. Adams (1990), who argues that the American farmstead can
best be studied archaeologically by conceiving of each site as part of a complex cultural landscape, where
archaeological and architectural data must be synthesized with documentary research.
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Paralleling these preservation-archaeological focused farm studies, a large corpus of research has
been conducted on farms and plantations in the American South (Orser 1990). This research has con-
sidered archaeological approaches to the study of large plantations, including the archaeology of slavery
(Singleton 1990), as well as studies of family farms similar to the Huntington site (Stine 1990), where
interesting methodologies such as ethnoarchaeology have been employed (Holland 1990).

The Archaeology of New England Farms
One of the earliest studies of a small, family-sized New England farm was the work of Marley

Brown (1974) at the Mott Farm site in Portsmouth, Rhode Island. This seventeenth-century farm witnessed
a series of occupations, most notably the Mott Family (of the Rhode Island Quaker tradition), where over
time the site and the main house saw many structural changes. In his now classic study of historical
archaeology in New England, James Deetz (1977), uses the Mott Farm as an example of the kind of "Old
English" architectural tradition that reflected a corporate, medieval mind-set, transplanted to seventeenth-
century New England. Another contribution to farm archaeology from this site was Joanne Bowen's work
(1978) on the use of documentary sources (mainly probate inventories), to help analyze a farm faunal
assemblage. The research at this small New England farm with its emphasis on documentary and oral-
tradition data complementing the archaeology and architectural history, signaled the beginning of farm
archaeology's multidisciplinary approach to data recovery, analysis, and interpretation.

Following this study, many researchers undertook work on New England farm sites often within the
context of either Cultural Resource Management surveys or National Park Service Studies (e.g.,
McManamon 1985). One interesting perspective emerged from a study of Northern New England hill
farms, in which Richard Waldbauer (1986), demonstrated that in New Hampshire's White Mountains, the
clustered farm community, rather than the single family farm, was an appropriate analytical unit for
archaeological and documentary research. In addition, two recent projects stand out as excellent examples
of regional farm archaeology.

Beginning in, 1986 and continuing today, Mary Beaudry of Boston University directed a long-term,
multidisciplinary archaeology project at the Spencer-Pierce-Little farm, in Newbury, Massachusetts
(Beaudry 1995). This study was structured as a comprehensive research effort designed to investigate
multiple questions related to the history of this site, occupied since the seventeenth century. For example,
in addition to addressing questions of architectural restoration and public visitation similar to the ones
faced at the Huntington Farm, Beaudry and her students have studied such topics as landscape changes,
agricultural practices, the archaeology of households, and tenant fanning. Tenant fanning at this farm was
the subject of a recent doctoral dissertation (Mascia 1994). In many respects the Spencer-Pierce-Little
project provides a model for the Huntington Farm research. It represents a contemporary, broad-based
approach to the archaeology of farm life, whose focus is the integration and synthesis of multiple sources
of information,

Finally, in this brief comparative review, mention must be made of a recent small farm project in
Central New England, carried out by a team of researchers from Old Sturbridge Village. This project
focused on a multidisciplinary archaeological' study of the Bixby site in Barre, Massachusetts(Stachiw and
Small 1989; Simmons, Stachiw and Worrell 1993). This is a noteworthy project because of its
methodological sophistication in attempting to integrate many sources of information on family life,
including archeology, architecture, economy, and decorative arts, for example. The research design
involved what might be termed a "micro-approach" to the description and interpretation of material and
architectural information through the use of a total site matrix, modeled on Edward Harris' principles of
archaeological stratigraphy (Harris et al. 1993). The sub-surface zones as well as the changes to the house
were studied in an intensive fashion, with the aim of recovering information on site activities, the family,
land use patterns and exterior and interior architectural changes. These data were synthesized with docu-
mentary-based history including computer analysis of day books, diaries and information on family
economics. At the conclusion of the study the house was moved to Old Sturbridge Village and installed
as an exhibit. This excellent project is important as a model of the kind of methodological and interpretive
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sophistication which is on the cutting-edge of current archeological approaches to small, family-centered
sites, such as rural farms.

SITE DESCRIPTION

The Huntington Farm is distinguished by the surviving eighteenth-century, center-chimney house
set back on a broad lawn along State Route 14 in the Town of Scotland, CT. The house and property,
currently consisting of the farmstead on 29 acres is just west of the town green and center. The farm is
adjacent to Merrick Brook on the east (Figures 1,2). State Route 14 is the site's southern border, while
its western border is a small ranch-style house formerly occupied by Eva Kimball, the last resident of the
Huntington Farm. On the north, the farm's old fields are adjacent to those of other property owners. The
central farmstead, consisting of the main house and associated outbuildings, farm yards, dirt roads, stone
walls and dilapidated farm fencing, sits on.approximately five acres (Figure 3). The site has been occupied
for over 250 years and the main house, outbuildings and landscape reflect the activities, technology and
architectural changes evident in a historic family farm. The main house, originally a one room over one
room house was expanded and no major twentieth century physical changes have altered this structure,
which is a remarkable architectural survivor of earlier traditions and building methods.

Presently, the property is entered from a dirt driveway along State Route 14. The main driveway
turns west and continues to the farm's barn complex ending near the site's western boundary. Another
driveway spur continues north and merges with the site's fields, north of the main farmstead area. Other
dirt farm roads exist throughout the property. At one point in the 18th century, it is believed that the farm
consisted of 200 acres. Much of the farm presently is overgrown with a variety of mature trees and shrubs.
Serious farming was not practiced for several decades prior to its sale to the Town of Scotland in 1994.
Behind, and to the northwest of the main house, there are a series of farm outbuildings and walls existing
either as foundations or standing structures in dilapidated condition. These structures are surrounded by
old fencing and stone walls in disrepair. One stone foundation is separate from the main cluster and is
located down slope and east of the main house, adjacent to the neighbor's driveway and Merrick Brook.
Behind the main house there is a 20th-century concrete well cap and evidence of a collapsed outhouse
situated along a significant elevation drop-off to wetlands below.

RESEARCH DESIGN

As a project in historical archaeology, the research at the Huntington Farm involves a multidisci-
plinary approach in analysis and reconstruction to study the site's occupation from 1720-1994. While con-
centrating on multidisciplinary analyses, contemporary historical archaeology is not monolithic, but
includes a variety of emphases in its research agenda including artifacts, economic systems and critical
theory to name several current interests (Orser and Fagan '1995). Along with these emphases there are also
studies focusing on architectural reconstruction, culture history, and the evolution of landscapes at rural
farm sites such as the Huntington Farm (Noble 1996). As this project began to take shape early in 1995,
in consultation with members of the Governor Samuel Huntington Trust, several interests emerged as a
set of questions around which to organize the initial archaeological work. These included studying culture-
history (learning the details of the historic occupations and the activities and events which had taken place
at the site), the relationship of archaeology to house restoration, as well as changes through time in the
farm's landscape. These interests have guided the research design and methodology. The goal of the
project's first phase described in this report was to synthesize archaeology, architectural and documentary
evidence to develop an interpretation consistent with the, long-term research, preservation and public
education efforts at the Huntington Farm.
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Culture History
This element of the archaeological, as well as historical component of the project, focuses on recon-

structing the activities and events which took place at the site from 1720-1994. Culture-historical recon-
struction includes issues of site chronology, occupation, the site's economic and subsistence activities, the
farm's spatial components, its artifacts and architecture, the nature of agriculture, animal husbandry, and
other activities of production. Culture-historical interpretation is the product of synthesis of multiple data
sets.

Architectural Analysis and Restoration
Archaeology is a technique that has the potential to contribute various kinds of information, artifact-

ual, environmental, structural, geological, to the interpretation of standing architecture, such as farm
houses, as well as farm structures in various stages of repair or disrepair. From the beginning of this proj-
ect an archaeological perspective on the Huntington house's history was considered to be a desirable out-
come of excavation and analysis around and adjacent to the site's main structure. In numerous studies,
archaeology has contributed information relevant to architectural restoration efforts, which supplements
and enhances the information retrieved from structural analysis of building construction elements,
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decorative detailing, fenestration, exterior fabric, paint studies and interior configuration analysis
(Simmons, Stachiw and Worrell 1993).

Landscape History
A third emphasis of the initial archaeological testing was an interest in the site's changing landscape

history. The Huntington Farm over 250 years shows evidence of changing landscapes and structures as
the families who occupied the site modified the landscape, as structures were added and removed, as agri-
culture flourished and declined, as technology evolved and was adopted, as economic activities diversified,
as land holdings changed, as animals species were added and subtracted, and as the site's landforms were
modified to accommodate these activities.

METHODOLOGY

The methodology for the initial research employed traditional sub-surface exccvation and artifact-
based studies with the recovery and analysis of related sets of information. Below I describe the major
components of the study and its associated methodologies.
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Primary Document and Secondary Source Historical Research
Primary and secondary document research was essential to the success of the project and its archaeo-

logical component. Historical archaeology relies on the interplay of textual and material sources in site
interpretation. Therefore, adequate documentary research is an essential component of the project. As the
initial two seasons of archaeology unfolded historical research was undertaken by several consultants and
culminated in several reports (Stachiw 1998, 1999a, 1999b).

Historic Photograph Analysis
Because the archaeological component of the project sought to reconstruct historic farm landscapes

and building form and function, among other topics, the analysis of historic photographs were a source
of significant landscape information. Fifteen historic photographs of the house identified outbuildings and
the grounds, including two aerial photographs from State of Connecticut archives. Some of these photo-
graphs were dated and others were not, while some date ranges were determined by clues in the photo-
graphs.

Archaeological Testing and Mapping
Central to the project's archaeological component was sub-surface testing and excavation. The use

of this strategy has the potential to reveal new information on house construction, outbuildings, artifacts
and their distributions, landscape changes, agriculture, technology, production, etc. The first activity was
to establish a grid system on the site, as a horizontal control for artifacts, feature and structure provenience
(Figure 4). As part of this surveying process absolute elevations across the site were taken to construct
a site topographic map. We then established a series of large east/west grid units with dimensions of 25
feet x 25 feet, by setting out stakes at 25 foot intervals. These grid units were extended to cover the entire
farmstead around the house and as far as the bam complex in the site's western area. Each 25 foot x 25
foot grid unit was further subdivided into one hundred 2 112foot x 2 112 foot testing units. These smaller
units were used for the sub-surface testing phase, especially on the lawn in front of the house and in areas
on the house's northern and eastern sides. We did not position test units in the field to the west of the
house during either season because it was being used as a vegetable garden by Eva Kimball.

In addition to the sub-surface testing and limited excavation, we undertook a program of site map-
ping that was completed by the second season. To date, we have identified twenty structures of various
types in the area surrounding the house. This number excludes the main house and the ell. The structures
include two wells in addition to various outbuildings of several types, silos and a Daughters of the
American Revolution monument commemorating the site adjacent to State Route 14.

Artifact Analysis
In modem research a premium is put on testing and excavating the smallest percentage of a site that

will yield representative data sufficient to answer the archaeological questions. This approach is consistent
with both a preservation ethic and the time and manpower needed to process and analyze artifacts. All
recovered artifacts at the Huntington Farm were assigned vertical and horizontal provenience. The materi-
als were taken to the laboratory at Connecticut College where students washed and catalogued the artifacts
and assisted in their identification, dating and analysis. On sites such as the Huntington Farm, the most
common artifacts are ceramics, glass (window, bottle and pressed), metal, tools, nails, wood, leather, tex-
tiles, rubber, architectural elements, cans and various containers including plastics as well as material
relating to specialized activities such as agriculture, milking, gardening, workshop tasks, car repair, etc.
The artifacts were studied in several ways including identification, distribution, dating and function. Trash
pits and architecture are often rich sources of artifacts. Issues of social class, economic status, and family
activities may be addressed through artifact analysis (Spencer-Wood J 987). Artifacts .were also studied
in relation to architectural questions and landscape changes at the site.

-
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Oral History
Recent historical archaeology has included, where appropriate, the contributions of oral history in

providing informant-derived information as an aid in interpretation. Historic farms occupied in the twen-
tieth century, often have surviving family members, or relatives, or close neighbors, whose reminiscences
about farm life, economy, structures, activities, landscape changes, etc., can be a valuable source of infor-
mation about past events and site features. These individuals also may remember stories and know the
details of peoples lives during the late 19th century and sometimes earlier. Several oral history transcrip-
tions were recorded.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL FINDINGS

Archaeological Testing and Stratigraphy
Our sampling strategy was systematic and judgmental. We randomly tested at least one 2 1/2 foot

x 2 112 foot unit in each 25 foot x 25 foot large grid, so that there would be a standardized sampling
recovery across the farmstead portion oftbe site. We also used a judgmental approach as discoveries war-
ranted expansion. We sometimes excavated a number of adjacent 2 112 foot x 2 112 foot units opening
up areas to explore artifact concentrations or features, such as trash pits or architecture. During the first
season we excavated approximately 75, 2 112foot x 2 112foot test units. Our excavation approach initially
was to dig in natural levels, to explore the stratigraphy and understand the nature and depth of the soil
horizons. Under the surface 0 horizon we encountered an organic-rich A, followed by a lighter and
mottled B horizon. These were supported on a standard C horizon of culturally sterile, glacially sorted
materials consisting of sand and rocks. The standard Southern New England soil profile was seen across
the site, with cultural modifications in the form of fill, pit features or structural remains impinging upon
and altering the natural stratigraphy. Artifacts were distributed in tbe A and B horizons, with the majority
of material throughout the A horizon (Figure 5).

In addition to the test excavations described above, during the second season (1996), we opened a
series of 12 112 foot x 12 112foot excavation units in the barnyard area justto the north of the main house
(Figure 6). These units were designed to reveal a large area which was likely the scene of many farm
activities. This archaeological work was quite difficult and very labor intensive. We spent a great deal of
time in 1996 working in this area, but were not able to progress beyond the upper levels which yielded
recent materials in the form of farm tools, building debris, metal, nails and some ceramics. This area
should be intensively investigated in future work because it has the potential to yield early material culture
and information such as post-hole patterns that could to clarify changes in botb the colonial and 19th
century barnyard landscapes.

Structure Mapping and Excavation
In addition to the sub-surface testing, we mapped the surface structural remains across the site in

the form of standing structures, walls and foundation remains. By the end of the second season we had
mapped all visible architectural remains in the main farmstead portion of the site as well as discovered
tbe foundations of a summer kitchen in the back of the eastern ell (Figures 3, 7, 8).

Evolution of the Farm's Central Landscape
One of the most important tasks in the initial fieldwork, in addition to sub-surface excavation and

artifact recovery, was the mapping of the standing buildings, foundations and other structures comprising
the site's central farm work area. We spent time recording these structures (excluding the main house and
ell) because architectural specialists were studying the house as a separate component of the overall
research effort and we felt that outbuilding configuration was an important element of the changing farm
landscape. We concentrated our efforts on several related tasks including mapping and limited excavation,
and in one case (Structure I) in tbe barnyard zone Gust north of the main house), clearing dense vegeta-
tion cover and delineating the dimensions of tbis structure (Figure 8).

The twenty architectural elements ofthe site include a variety of very different features (Figure 3,
Table I). There are two wells, one (#19) is probably of I 8th- or 19th- century origin and use, while tbe
other (#18) which may be as old, had a concrete cap applied before World War II (oral history). The
remains of an outhouse exist on the site as a ruined wooden structure in the barnyard area to the north
of the house, overlooking the drop off to the wetlands adjacent to Merrick Brook. Apparently, tbe effluent
flowed directly into the wetland. This assertion was obtained through oral history and might be tested
archaeologically to determine if there is a sub-surface privy pit in this area. At the site's extreme southern
boundary there is a Daughters of.the American Revolution Monument and a State of Connecticut historic
sign identifying the house as Samuel Huntington's birthplace.

-
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At the site's extreme eastern border we mapped the remains of a rectangular stone foundation
(Figure 9) adjacent to the neighbor's driveway and Merrick Brook. When I collected Burton Kimball's
oral history, his wife Carol, a Mystic, CT. historian, seemed to remember an attribution in a 19th century
deed where this foundation was referred to as a "shop." What this means at this point is not clear, but
documentary research may be able to establish the function of this structure. Was it a blacksmith's shop,
a shop in the sense of a store, or the site of Nathaniel' Huntington's fulling mill?
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Figure 6. Huntington Farm: barnyard excavation umts.

The area just north of the main house I refer to as the barnyard zone to distinguish it from the south
lawn, the fields, and the area to the west which I call the barn complex. In the barnyard zone, structure
1 (Figure 8) can be identified in 20th-century photographs and through oral history as a wooden storage
shed. This structure may have been constructed in the 19th century. In 1995 we uncovered the nearly
overgrown foundation, and it was excavated in 1996.

We also excavated about a ten foot wide section running the length of the main house's back (north)
wall in 1995. We discovered the remains of a stone foundation in the ell's northeastern comer (Figure 7),
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which Eva Kimball identified as a summer kitchen. In her brother Burton's oral history, he clearly
remembered that during his childhood it was not used for cooking, but rather as a tool shed and wood-
working shop. We also uncovered a fieldstone "pavement" running along the length of the house's back
wall (Figure 7). This feature should be excavated in the future to determine its date of construction, which
may be possible if datable artifacts (usually ceramics) are sealed below the stones. My hypothesis is that
this pavement feature is a result of farm improvements carried out sometime in the 19th century, as
farmers tried to make their operations more efficient following the trends of the era's Progressive Farm
Movement (Stachiw 1999a, 1999b).

At the north end of the barnyard there are two structures, the foundation of a building identified in
oral histories as an ice house, and the standing remains of a wood and concrete milk house. Burton
Kimball remembers building the ice house in the 1930s with his brothers and father. It was of wooden
construction and had double wooden walls insulated with sawdust. In the winter, blocks of ice were
brought in and when the insulation was tight there was still ice in summer. Burton remembers that the ice
was sold as well as used by the family. It is not presently known when this structure collapsed, was dis-
mantled or was removed. Although built in this century, the foundations should be excavated to determine
if this was the site of an earlier structure, earlier farm activities, or animal enclosures, for example.

Adjacent to the ice house is a much deteriorated but still standing wooden and concrete milk house
also constructed in the 20th century. Evidence of refrigeration machinery is still visible. Milk was cooled
here before being sold.

To the north of the bamyard and beyond the main complex is the only structure identified in the
adjacent fields. Similar in construction to the milk house, it is wood and concrete and in a deteriorated
condition. It is undoubtedly a storage facility of 20th-century construction. However, its presence points
to the need to undertake a systematic survey of all the fields within the Huntington property to identify
other surviving structures or remains of foundations.
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Just to the west of the barnyard, in the eastern portion of the field Eva Kimball currently uses as
a vegetable garden, are the wooden remains of a 20th-century chicken coop identified as such by Burton
Kimball.

The remaining nine structures are located in the barn complex in the farmstead's northwest quadrant
(Figure 3). Collectively, here we have a sequential series of milking, storage and work buildings, some
of which are standing structures today. These structures have not been excavated, but their foundations
have been mapped, with some below-ground testing being used to determine building footprints in several
cases.

Two foundations that can be seen as standing structures in photographs are the foundations of an
open wagon storage shed, and a large wooden gable end barn, which I have designated the central barn
foundation. This structure was dismantled in this century and replaced by a corrugated metal shed/barn
(Figure 3), which is still standing in a deteriorated condition. It is currently attached to structure 12, a
20th-century wooden/concrete milking barn, which, of all the outbuildings on the site, is currently in the
best state of repair. Metal milking harnesses remain in situ. A silo was probably extant and constructed
sometime after the barn in the 1930s, as was the below ground stone-lined storage foundation. According
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to Burton Kimball, the below ground silo was one of the earliest in the region. A metal grain hopper is
located in front of the barns, and it is not known if the hopper is currently in situ, or was moved to its
present position after it was no longer being used elsewhere.

Through oral tradition and a photograph provided by Burton Kimball, it is clear that a large struc-
ture, a wooden flat-roof bam perpendicular to the other structures in the bam complex, stood there until
the 1930s when it was dismantled by the Kimball family, because it was in disrepair. Sub-surface testing
in 1996 identified stone foundations in several comers (Figure 3).

Excavations in front of the Huntington house itself, adjacent to the south side to the east of the front
door produced evidence of a small vernacular garden (Figure 10). The archaeological evidence is sup-
ported by historic photographs depicting plantings in the same area, in addition to the presence of lilies
still growing in this area when we began our work. Given its position as a south-facing garden and its
location adjacent to both the original kitchen in the 18th century one over one structure, and the 19th
century ell, it is likely that at one time this feature was a kitchen garden. The garden also, of course, may
have been the site of flower cultivation as well as a variety of other plants that were known in the 18th
century as potherbs. This is an 18th century term for medicinal herbs, small fruits, berries and any plant
whose leaves, stems, roots or flowers were cooked, eaten, or used as a seasoning (Favretti 1974), Such
kitchen gardens were usually protected by a boxwood hedge or fence and were south facing as is the
Huntington site example. Plants were usually chosen for culinary or medicinal purposes. Kitchen gardens
were also called a woman's cottage garden to distinguish it from the orchard (called a falling garden), or
gardens that were used exclusively for flowers (called pleasure gardens) and the fields on the farm, In the
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19th century, kitchen gardens evolved into parlour gardens with formal paths, bed designs and ornamental
plantings. To date, we have no evidence to establish the presence of more formal gardens of this sort,
therefore I use the term "vernacular garden" to indicate a simple small-scale form, such as we might
reconstruct from the current archaeological evidence (Favretti 1974).

In addition, large, well-designed gardens often included a place for chopping wood, a grape arbor,
bee hives, hedges of junipers for bleaching and drying linens in the sun, a rain barrel, and a place to sun-
dry preserves. At the Huntington site such evidence takes the form of raspberry bushes adjacent to the
garden area. To find related evidence, a botanical survey of current plantings of historic origin should be
carried out across the site. The plants in historic kitchen gardens consisted of medicinals, (lavender, thyme,
bee balm), flavoring (mint), small vegetables (onions, radishes, carrots), herbal insect repellents, herbal
room deodorants, and plants used in dyeing. When such gardens became large and formal in appearance,
crushed shells were used for paths in Southern New England. Kitchen water or wash water often was used
to water these gardens and manure was added regularly.

ARTIFACT ANALYSIS

Procedures
The material culture from the Huntington Farm consisted of ceramic and non-ceramic artifacts

recovered in test excavations and surface collection in the main farm area. The non-ceramic materials
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consisted of glass (bottle and window), nails, metals, tools (mostly fragments) shell, coal and some leather.
During the latter years of the Kimball's residence the area behind the house (farmyard), had been used
as a domestic refuse dump. In clearing the surface for the mapping of structure I, we encountered much
recent refuse including, for example, recent plastics, pet food cans, and organic kitchen remains. There
was evidence that occasionally Eva Kimball would bum some of these materials, but generally they built
up over time. Early in the first season the decision was made not to retain these materials for analysis.
The materials were too recent and in some cases very "fresh." Although technically "archaeological," I
felt that the project should not focus on the material culture of the last several decades. In addition, the
volume of these materials was unusually large and would have presented problems in cleaning, analysis,
and storage. We did retain surface materials which we could differentiate from the recent refuse because
they related to historic farm activities. Much of this material was metal and it is part of the non-ceramic
artifact sample. Artifact recovery had the following totals:

~
Ceramics
Kaolin Pipes (stems/bewls)
Glass
Nails
Coal
Total artifacts recovered

Total
3060
132

1710
1717
...lll
6862

The majority of these artifacts are small and broken pieces, with the possibility of limited ceramic
reconstruction. Ceramic mending and vessel reconstruction where possible, should be a part of future
analyses.

The analysis of artifacts is a process consisting of several stages from initial processing to identifica-
tion, dating, and study of distribution, function, etc. All materials brought to the laboratory at Connecticut
College were initially washed and catalogued. Catalogue numbers were inked on each artifact based on
vertical and horizontal provenience as determined by the artifact's location in the grid system and its
depth. Together, the nails and glass comprised almost 50% of the artifacts recovered in 1995. Following
washing and cataloguing, the artifacts were separated by major types such as ceramics, nails, metal, glass,
etc.

The preliminary artifact analysis discussed in this report focuses on the ceramics recovered in 1995
and 1996. Traditionally, ceramics have been the primary focus of analysis in historical archaeology. They
are ubiquitous in domestic farm assemblages, often well-documented historically and their patterns of dis-
tribution and functional attributes are often sensitive indicators of culture change, social status, domestic
and economic activities. Well over 3000 ceramic sherds comprised this sub-assemblage at the Huntington
Farm, but many of the pieces were too fragmentary to permit analysis. Of the total ceramic recovery a
portion, some 2260 sherds were identified as to type and sub-type (Table 2). For example, some types
consist of only one form such as Delft of Jackfield, while others such as Cream wares and Pearlwares have
multiple decorative forms such as hand-painted and transfer-printed sub-types. From the group of 2260
sherds identified by type, a sample of 1285 sherds, approximately 57%, coming from 31 tests units, was
analyzed. The analysis included:

• Type and sub-type definition
• Dating
• Determination of ceramic vessel function
• Ceramic spatial distribution by type and dates.

The date ranges for each type were determined by the standard mean ceramic date ranges for the major
ceramic types found in New England historic sites. The categories used in the analysis were:



1. 1720 - 1770
2. 1770 - 1800
3.1800-1840
4. 1840 - 1994

Redware, Stoneware, Delft, etc
Creamware
Pearlware
Whiteware, 20th-Century ceramics
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TABLE 2: LIST OF CERAMIC TYPES

Types Total Sherds # in Sample Analyzed
Delft 24 10
English Combed Slipware 19 12
Redware 607 454
Jackfield 20 10
Grey Bodied Earthenware-green glass-unknown 10 5
Unglazed earthenware - unknown 30 16
Buff body - unknown 2 0
Nottingham 2 1
Black Basalt 1 0
English White Saltglaze 44 22
German Blue/Grey Stoneware 5 2
Rhenish Stoneware 2 1
North American Saltglaze - Albany slip 8 3
North American Saltglaze - no slip
Stoneware - brown saJtglaze - bottle?
Stoneware - light green glaze - bottle? I
Stoneware - smooth brown glaze 5 2
Porcelain - Chinese 2 1
Porcelain - modern 7 7
Cream ware - plain 613 303
Whielden/creamware 2 1
Creamware/cauliflower ware 2 2
Cream ware - green shell edge 4 3
Cream ware - hand painted overglaze 3 I
Cream ware - monochrome band 3 0
Creamware - brown transfer print-stippled I I
Pearlware - plain 407 211
Pearlware - monochrome band 3 3
Pearlware - blue hand painted typographic (chinoisenic) 23 15
Pearlware - hand painted polychrome 40 10
Pearlware - blue transfer print-nonstippled 20 IPearlware - blue transfer print-stippled 18 14
Pearlware - brown transfer print-stippled 3 3 (
Pearlware - black transfer print-stippled I
Pearlware - green shell edge 9 8
Pearlware - blue shell edge 95 48
Pearlware - blue handpainted floral 20 II
Pearlware - elaborate edge 17 13
Pearl ware - annular 28 7
Yellowware 2 I
Wbiteware - plain 66 46
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TABLE 2: LIST OF CERAMIC TYPES (Continued)

Types
Whiteware - blue transfer print
Whiteware - blacklgreenlbrownlred - transfer print
Whiteware - hand painted polychrome
Whiteware - sponge print
Whiteware - spatterware
Granit
Ironstone

Total Sherds
13
29
12
2
3
2

___.l
Total 2260

79

# in Sample Analyzed
12
8
7
2

2
___.l
1285

Ceramic Function
Data are presented that identifies vessel function linked to ceramic type (Table 3). This is an

area in which the analysis to determined how sherds can help us to understand vessel use. It is
sometimes relatively simple to determine function, since diagnostic sherds are clear indicators of how
the vessel was used. In other instances, body sherds or generally non-diagnostic pieces make vessel
function difficult to determine. When possible, a specific function such as milk pan, jug or mug can be
assigned to an individual sherd. In other cases archaeologists differentiate hollow vs flat ceramic
functions. Ceramics functioned as:

Mug
Milk Pan
Jar

Tea Cup
Soup Bowl
Serving Dish

Pitcher
Pie Plat
Bowl

Saucer
Vase
Chamber Pot

TABLE 3: CERAMIC FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS BY TYPE

Excavation Unit
Redware

A + 3/3A
D + 3175A
E + I/SA
E + 1/8A
E + I/SA
E + 4/43A
E + 4/47A
E + 4/47A
E + 4/47A
E + 2174A
E + 2174A
E + 2174A
G + 4174A
G + 1//54A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 4/47A
C + 1I45A
C + 1/45A
F + 3/39A

Function

Tea Pot
Tea Pot Cover
Plate

Bottle
Crock
Cup

hollow object
hollow object - no glaze
hollow object
hollow object - black glaze
hollow object - dark green glaze
hollow object - mug- brown/yellow glaze
hollow object - milk pan ? - brown glaze
hollow object - milk pan ? - dark brown glaze
hollow object" milk pan ? - brown glaze speckled
hollow object - bowl/mug - light brown
hollow object - milk pan - brown/green glaze
hollow object - jar? - brown/yellow glaze
object
hollow object - milk pan - rim
milk pan
hollow object
milk pan
hollow object
rim - hollow object
hollow object - jar?
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Function
milk pan
jar/mug? hollow object
plate / plates - flat
pitcher - green glaze
milk pan
jug
milk pan
hollow - milk pan?
milk pan / pie plate
object - unknown - milk pan?
object hollow
jug (lip)
unknown - green glaze

TABLE 3: CERAMIC FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS BY TYPE (Continued)

Excavation Unit
C + 4/44A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
E + 1/8A
F + 3/29A
E + 4/43A
E + 4/47A
E + 3/83A
E + 4/47A
E + 2174 - E + 2/90
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A

Nottingham
E + 2174A

German Blue/Grey Stoneware
E + l175A
E + 3/39A
E + 1/8A

Jackfield
F + 3/39A
F + 4/95A
F + 3/26A
E + 4/47A
E + 2/9OA

Delft
E + 2174A
A + 3/3A
F + 3/39A

English Combed Slipped Earthenware
E + l175A
F + 3/39A

English White Saltglaze Stoneware
C + 2/44A
E + 1I8A
E + 1/8A
E + l/SA
E + l175A
E + 2174A
E + 2174A
E + l175A

hollow

hollow - mug
hollow - mug
hollow - jug? American?

hollow -tea pot - American
tea pot cover - American
hollow - bowl? - American
hollow - tea pot - English
hollow - bowl? - English

hollow - bowl
flat -plate?
hollow - bowl

hollow - cup
hollow - bowl

hollow
hollow
flat - plate
hollow
flat - plate
hollow - cup
hollow - bowl
flat - plate
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TABLE 3: CERAMIC FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS BY TYPE (Continued)

Excavation Unit
E + J175A
E + J175A
E + 4/47A
F + 3/39A
G = 4174A

Stoneware - North American Salt Glaze
A + 3/3A - E + 4/47A
E + 4/47A
G + 4174A
E + 4/47A
F + 3/39A
H + 2/84A
G + 4174A
E + 3/83A
E + 1/8A

Porcelain
F + 3/34A
H + 3/28A
1+ 2174A

Yellow Ware
H + 1/58a

Whiteware
H + 1184
H + 2/28A
1+2/39
1+ 1166A
1+ 2/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
1+ 1/66A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/36A
E + 1/8A - F + 3/39A
E + 1/8A
F + 3/36A
F + 3/39A
E + 3/83A
H+ 2/84A
1+ 2/39A
H + 2/84A
F + 3/39A - F + 4/95A
C + 4/44 - E + 3/83 - F + 3/39
1+ 2/39A

Function
flat - plate
hollow - tea cup
hollow - bowl
hollow - cup
hollow - cup

hollow - jar/crock - Albany slip
hollow - jug
hollow -jug - decoration
hollow - jug/jar - Albany slip
hollow - object base - Albany slip
hollow crock - cast mold, blue slip
hollow bottle - brown slipped
?? pipe
hollow - smooth brown glaze

chinese porcelain - saucer
modem porcelain - gilt edge - tea cup
modem porcelain - saucer

pie pan

soup bowl - green transfer print stippled
plate - green transfer print stipp led
soup bowl - brown transfer print stippled
tea pot? - brown transfer print stippled, molded
serving dish cover - molded and gilt
plate - brown transfer print stippled
plate saucer - brown transfer print stippled
cuplbowl -brown transfer print stippled
plate - black transfer print stippled
bowl - green transfer print stippled
plate - blue transfer print stippled
plate - blue transfer print stippled
saucer - sponge print - blue
saucer - sponge print - red
plate - sponge print - blue
plate - decal I edge molded
plate - lusterware
chamber pot - granite ware
teacup - hand painted poly - bright
saucer - hand painted poly - bright
plate - plain - granite



Pearlware
F + 3/339A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/36A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
B + 2/95A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A

hollow - chamber pot
hollow - pitcher - plain
flat - plate - blue shell edge
flat - plate - blue shell edge
flat - plate - blue shell edge
flat - plate - blue shell edge
flat - plate - blue shell edge
flat - plate - blue shell edge
flat - plate - blue shell edge
flat - plate - blue shell edge
flat - plate - blue shell edge
flat - plate - blue shell edge
flat - plate - blue shell edge
flat - plate - blue shell edge
flat - plate - blue shell edge
flat - plate - blue shell edge
flat - plate - green shell edge
flat - plate - green shell edge
flat - plate - green shell edge
flat - plate - green shell edge
flat - plate - elaborate edge
flat - plate - blue shell edge
hollow - bowl? - black transfer print-non stippled
hollow-cuplbowl-black transfer print-non stippled
flat - plate/saucer -black transfer print-non stippled
flat - saucer - blue transfer priint - stippled
hollow - cup - blue transfer print - stippled
flat - saucer - blue transfer print - non stippled
hollow - bowl - hand painted blue floral
hollow - tea cup - hand painted poly - pastel
hollow - tea cup - hand painted poly - pastel
hollow - tea cup - hand painted poly - pastel
hollow - bowl - hand painted poly - pastel
flat - saucer - hand painted poly - pastel
hollow - bowl - hand painted poly - pastel
hollow - tea cup - hand painted blue topo
hollow - tea cup - hand painted blue topo
hollow - tea cup - hand painted blue topo
hollow - bowl - hand painted blue topo
flat - saucer - hand painted blue topo
hollow - bowl - Annular

I
I
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TABLE 3: CERAMIC FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS BY TYPE (Continued)

Excavation Unit
H + 3/28A
F + 3/39A
H + 3/28A
I + 1185

Function
plate - plain
bowl - plain
chamber pot - ironstone
vase - ?? glaze
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TABLE 3: CERAMIC FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS BY TYPE (Continued)

Excavation Unit
E + I17SA
E + 2174A
F + 3/39A
F + S/43A
F + 4/43A
F + 3/36A
F + 3/39A

Function
hollow - tea cup - single monochrome band-brown
hollow - tea cup - single monocrhome band-blue
hollow - mug - Annular
hollow - unknown - mocha
unknown, possible blue transfer print topo
hollow - unknown plain
flat - saucer - hand painted blue floral

Whieldon
E + 2174A
E + 2174A

hollow - pineapple
hollow? - ??

Creamware
E + 4/47A
E + 21174A
F + 3/36A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/47A - F + 3/36A
F + 3/39A - F + 3/36A
F + 3/36A
G + 4174A
E + 4/83A
E + I17SA
F + 3/39A
F + S/43A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/36A
E + 2174A
D + 3/9SA
F + 3/39A
F + 3/36A
F + 3/36A
F + 3/39A
E + 4/43A
F + 3/36A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/39A
F + 3/36A
F + 3/39A

hollow - cup - hand painted oven glaze
hollow - tea cup - hand painted oven glaze
hollow - cup
hollow - tea cup
hollow - tea cup
hollow - tea cup .
hollow - cup
hollow - mug?
hollow - mug?
hollow - mug - jar
hollow - bowl
hollow - bowl
hollow - ?? I chamber pot
flat - plate
flat - plate - ??
flat - plate - feather edge
flat - plate - royal rim
flat - plate - bead rim
flat - plate
flat - plate
flat - plate - green shell edge
flat - plate
flat c plate - plain rim
flat - plate - plain rim
flat - plate - plain rim
flat - plate - plain rim
flat - plate - plain rim
flat - plate - brown transfer print stippled
hollow - mug - Annulen

Rhenish Stoneware
F + 3/39A hollow - bottle

ButT Bodied Earthenware
B + 2/9SA hollow - green ?? glaze
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INTERPRETATIONS

Paralleling the archaeological work reported here, three consultants' reports were produced in 1996
by John O. Curtis, Noyes, Vogt Architects, and Charlene Perkins Cutler. In this section I describe the
results of these reports as they relate to the site's archaeology.

John O. Curtis Report
John Curtis, an architectural historian, analyzed the house's architectural history and suggests that

archaeological study may help to answer two questions whose answers could not be established through
structural analysis alone:

I. Can archaeology help establish more precisely the date of the Phase II additions (doubling of
the house' s size) ca. 1790 - 1800?

2. Can archaeology help establish more precisely the date that the ell addition was attached to the
house's east eave, (Phase IV) ca. early-mid 19th century?

Noyes, Vogt Architects Report
The Noyes, Vogt document is a detailed existing conditions report and analysis of the houses fabric

including cost estimates for exterior and interior stabilization and restoration. The report includes several
archaeological components:

1. Noyes and Vogt suggest that future site. disturbances such as the installation of walkways, a
parking lot, new construction, or a septic system should not be carried out until archaeological
research in these areas has been completed.

2. They suggest that archaeology may be able to identify the historic gardens which may have sur-
rounded the house.

3. One can infer from their report the suggestion that archaeological excavation of the dirt floor
areas of the basement might be productive.

Charlene Perkins Cutler Report
Charlene Cutler, a museum services consultant, was hired to produce a report focusing on an Inter-

pretive and Strategic Plan for the site's development. The plan integrates the perspectives of research,
restoration, education and includes several archaeological components:

1. Cutler suggests a program of continuing archaeological research including the farmstead area
and survey of the adjacent fields.

2. She suggests archaeologically-based educational programming, such as tours of the site.
3. She suggests research to interpret the site's historic patterns of settlement and land use which

includes an archaeological perspective.
4. She suggests the interpretation of the site's Native American occupation, if such a presence is

supported by archaeological findings.
5. She suggests that prior to undertaking new research there should be a coordinated plan inte-

grating archaeology, history, architecture restoration, and educational issues.
6. She provides an underestimated preliminary budget for future archaeological work.
7. She suggests a very brief time period to complete future archaeological research. Her completion

date is September, 1997.
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DISCUSSION

Since the archaeological testing during the first two seasons was begun as the architectural analysis
was unfolding, it was difficult to integrate the areas where archaeology might aid architectural history
during this phase. The next archaeological work incorporated these questions in the sub-surface research
design and subsequent artifact analysis (Stachiw 1999a, 1999b). For example, it would be possible to
address both of Curtis' questions through archaeological testing using test units that are placed perpen-
dicular to and parallel to the main house along the various exterior sections reflecting each architectural
addition. The aim would be to uncover builder's trenches parallel to the house and ell which may contain
diagnostic/datable artifacts following a terminus post quem concept of dating the structural addition by the
most recent material culture in direct association with it. These procedures might produce material to aid
in dating of the house's three additions built subsequent to the original ca. 1720 one over one end-chimney
house. Further, testing in the basement and first floor areas associated with each addition will undoubtedly
yield datable objects which might contribute answers to the architectural questions as outlined above.

The Noyes and Vogt report indicates interest in archaeology in several areas including the basement
floor excavations discussed above. In addition, they call for archaeological exploration to locate historic
gardens. As discussed above, our testing did uncover the remains of an historic garden of at least nine-
teenth-century age. The garden may also have been used in the eighteenth century, although at present
there is no conclusive evidence to support this view. Its form is suggestive of a vernacular farm garden
rather than the more formal 18th-century garden alluded to in the Noyes and Vogt report. However, the
report is correct in suggesting that the remains of larger and functionally variable 18th-century gardens
and planting areas may be present and the next phase of archaeology should include a testing component
to locate such sub-surface gardens if they exist.

I think an important archaeological suggestion in these reports is their statement that no site develop-
ment work such as construction of a septic system, or new buildings should be initiated before the affected
areas are tested for archaeological remains.

Another less effective strategy also used in such instances, is to have an archaeologist present as
trenching or other modifications take place, such as would occur if cables were to be buried as part of new
electrical service to the house. The problem arises as to the attitude toward excavation and cessation of
the installation, should significant sub-surface features be encountered. This approach is not nearly as
sensitive to the archaeological remains and their proper study, as is the method of testing the area to be
developed prior to installation or construction.

The report by Charlene Cutler includes seven archaeological suggestions including the continuation
of a program of archaeology focusing on the farmstead and the surrounding fields. She also mentions an
associated study of the site's settlement and landscape patterns, some of whose focus could be
archaeological. Archaeological work of this sort is the obvious next phase and will be discussed below
in the section on suggestions for future archaeological research.

Another suggestion is to interpret the site's Native American occupation if archaeology actually
determines a Native presence on the farm in pre-contact times. To date, the only evidence bearing on this
question is the discovery of an Archaic Stage spear point (Snook Kill type), located in the garden. This
projectile point dates to the second millennium B.c., but it does not seem to be part of an association with
other materials indicating aboriginal occupation. While it may have been in situ, it also may have been
dropped or placed in the garden by a member of one of the site's farm families. More evidence is needed
before we can feel confident that there was an Indian occupation of the site prior to the Huntingtons. The
environmental position of the farm on a hill near a stream is one where native sites have often been
located. More survey is needed, especially a systematic testing program in the farm fields adjacent to
water, to locate surviving evidence, if it is indeed present.

Cutler's most significant suggestion was the idea that before more work is initiated an integrated
plan incorporating archaeology, documentary research, architectural questions, restoration issues, and
educational programs should be written. It is no longer possible to initiate work in any of these areas
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without understanding its relationship to the others. For example, the report advocates education-based
archaeological programs such as site tours, which should articulate with the overall archaeological research
effort. Some of this research has been produced (Stachiw 1999a, 1999b).

In this section I discuss ideas for the future direction of the archaeological component of the overall
Huntington Farm research program. While it is clear that much has been accomplished during the initial
two-year archaeological study, a site such as this has the potential to sustain an interesting set of con-
tinuing activities focusing on research, interpretation, and public education. I offer the following four-part
framework:

Archaeology of tbe Huntington Farm Suggested Organizational Outline
Pbase I: Site testing, limited excavation, mapping and analysis of various data sets such as artifacts,
photographs, oral history, 1995 - 1997. Completed July 1997.

Phase I of the archaeology project encompassed the summary and results presented in this report.
This phase comprised the initial archaeological work along with the collection and analysis of several data
sets, as part of the original research project. It was carried out along with a program of architectural
analysis funded by the Connecticut Historical Commission and the fundraising activities of the Governor
Samuel Huntington Trust, Inc. The initial archaeological study brought the goals of the Trust to the atten-
tion of the public, the Historical Commission, and the Connecticut Trust for Historic Preservation, which
were important public relations and fundraising connections for the success of the long-term project. Phase
I provided a set of archaeological findings that enable us better to understand the history and activities
carried out at the site for a period of over 250 years, and create an informational baseline for future
archaeological research, interpretation, and educational programs.

Pbase II: The continuation of an archaeological program of site exploration and education cannot continue
until the Trust sponsors sustain a comprehensive documentary research in primary and secondary historical
sources. In addition, the next archaeological phase also would benefit from continuing detailed archi-
tectural analysis of the Huntington house.

As the discipline of historical archaeology has matured during the last twenty years, the contribution
of documentary research to archaeological projects has evolved as an indispensable component of research.
History and archaeology do not exist separately, but rather complement each other and contribute to an
informed synthesis of the past. In most projects today, historical research precedes or is coeval with initial
archaeological testing. The potential of archaeology to continue to reveal new information is limited with-
out a synthesis of documentary-derived data and this research was carried out by Myron Stachiw (1998,
1999a, I999b).

Pbase III: As I have conceived of the continuing archaeological study, Phase III should consist of two
parts.

I. Methodological Approaches
2. Problem-Oriented Excavations

Methodological Approaches: I feel that a set of techniques should be used to recover information crucial
in designing the long-term archaeological program of Phase IV. These approaches might include the
following activities.

Remote sensing: This approach involves the use of several non-invasive techniques to gather sub-surface
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information about farm activities. Remote sensing techniques include, among others, ground penetrating
radar, proton magnetometer survey and soil resistivity testing. These techniques have the potential to yield
important information to guide future testing and excavation.

Soil chemical analysis: These analyses and particularly phosphate soil testing has the potential to identify
areas of differential farm use, especially areas used by animals vs. humans. Phosphates associated with
animal waste are retained in soils over time and differential phosphate concentrations in soil chemistry can
permit the mapping of animal enclosure areas across a farm landscape. The analysis should include soil
testing in the fields as well as the farmstead.

Farm botanical survey: A survey of extant plant species in the farmstead and field areas of the site
should be carried out. Knowing the distribution and species variability of contemporary plants will permit
analysis of historic farm and field system uses. In addition, a plant survey will provide information which
will be useful in future educational programs which teach about the farm, local environments and their
changes over time.

Field system surface and sub-surface archaeological survey: The next phase of the archaeological
project should be expanded to include a survey ofthe entire Huntington Farm property and additional par-
cels likely to be acquired by the Trust in the future. The survey should include surface artifact collection,
mapping of walls, field systems and structural remains in the fields. In addition, a systematic sub-surface
archaeological survey using shovel test pits (STPs) at regular intervals should be initiated. In addition to
uncovering information on historic farm activities, the survey has the potential to locate prehistoric sites
if they are present on the property. A final element of this activity should be collection of old farm
machinery and other material remains of farm activities scattered throughout the fields. These objects may
be useful in educational programs.

Problem-Oriented Excavations: The second part of Phase III should include archaeological excavations
after synthesis of data derived from the historical research phase and the implementation of techniques of
remote sensing, soil testing and survey discussed above. The excavations in Phase III then should be con-
structed to answer a set of questions related to the goals of the overall research program in archaeology,
history, architecture and public education. By this I mean the following. It seems to me that in Phase III
there will still remain a set of questions about aspects of-the site, for example, the history of architectural
changes to the main house and the farm outbuildings, whose answers may be forthcoming through archae-
ological excavation and artifact analysis. At this stage, specific question-oriented excavations should be
used to uncover as much archaeological information as exists to answer these questions, prior to the initi-
ation of the Phase IV archaeological program. The Phase IV program, then, would include a long-term
set of activities on the role of archaeology in research and educational programs.

Phase IV: The Long-Term Role of Archaeology in Research aud Public Education
In Phase IV a long-term archaeological plan should be developed which is linked to the various

research and educational activities at the Huntington Farm. From the archaeological point of view, it is
only at the beginning of Phase IV that enough information concerning site history, architecture and archae-
ology will be in hand to permit the overall planning that will integrate the various research activities into
a coherent long-term site plan. For example, the overall long-term plan will have to specify areas that will
be devoted to research activities, versus those that will reconstruct and interpret farm life, versus areas
devoted to permanent exhibits, versus those areas given over to parking access and storage. To do this
adequately the parameters and potential of the available data sets must be ·understood and this knowledge
will not be available until Phase IV in the organizational plan outlined above. I offer these views here
because in developing the overall plan I believe the effort will be enhanced if there is a perspective
presented on the role of archaeology and its place within a phased organizational structure.
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It is clear that the overall project will benefit from the integration of archaeology and public educa-
tion in a long-term plan. With this in mind, I suggest that in Phase IV the Trust initiate a series of archae-
ological studies in various areas of the site. For example:

• Continuing archaeology around the main house and ell. This area produced a productive domes-
tic trash deposit tested in Phase I and this area has the potential to yield much artifactual
material.

• Continuing excavation in the barnyard area to the North of the main house whose initial testing
was begun in 1996. This area has the potential to yield information on 18th and 19th century
farm activities.

• Excavation of structure 5, the foundation on the site's Eastern boundary adjacent to the
neighbor's driveway and Merrick Brook. This foundation may be associated with 18th- or 19th-
century manufacturing and its archaeological study would be an exciting project. It might also
be used to reconstruct a building to house an exhibit as part of the educational program.

• Excavation and reconstruction of the ice house, structure 2 and the milk house, structure 4,
located to the north of the main house. These structures represent specialized farm activities
which are little known today among younger school children. After excavation, reconstruction
as exhibits should be considered.

• Excavation and study of the barn complex consisting of structures 8-15. These elements of 19th
and 20th-century farm activities should be studied archaeologically and architecturally to add
their information to an overall emphasis on complete site interpretation.

• Completion of the vernacular garden excavation in the front of the house.

Finally, I would like to present a point of view on the manner in which the main house and the site
should be interpreted. At last count there were some 125 historic house museums in the State of
Connecticut alone, and most of these are presented to the public as "frozen in time replicas" depicting
either 17th-, 18th- or 19th-century interiors. They are usually well-maintained and furnished with either
original furniture and decorative accessories owned by the inhabitants, or expensive and rare period
antiques. It would be easy for the interior of the Huntington house to be interpreted in just this way and
the results would undoubtedly be beautiful. But in my view such an approach would be beautiful but
boring. Another approach to historic house interpretation is provided by Plimoth Plantation where the
structures are not furnished with antiques but rather with reproductions and the reproductions are used.
This reproduction furniture exists in an atmosphere where food is cooked, crafts are produced and the
spaces are truly used by interpreters, rather than just viewed as sterile interiors by visitors. In my opinion
this approach would offer a dynamic restoration which would be exciting to members of the museum
visiting public, as well as school children whose interest would be maintained through an interactive,
hands-on approach.

In this interpretive approach the overall plan include farm animals, such as cows, horses, some
sheep, chickens, pigs, at least one working field and a vegetable garden. The animals and the agriculture
would create an exciting visitor environment and would differentiate this museum from most of the others
in the region. Similarly, the Trust should consider using the extensive field systems to present a program
focusing on farm environments, including an emphasis on environmental issues and preservation concerns
aimed not only at to school age children, but the general public as well. I expect that school groups will
comprise the largest number of visitors to the site and their needs should not be neglected. With careful
planning the Huntington Farm has the potential to integrate archaeology, history and architecture into an
exciting museum environment.

My vision for the Huntington Homestead Museum is that it be developed as a living history museum
that interprets the life of Samuel Huntington as a child during the period of his residence in the house,
ca. 1730 - 1760. Extending this to an overall program, the emphasis in the museum should be on the lives
of children during the mid-eighteenth-century and to do this the site should be configured as an accurate
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reconstruction of an 18'h-century small family farm in eastern Connecticut. In this approach there would
be a continuing research program in history, architecture and archaeology as outlined in Myron Stachiw's
(1998). There also would be exhibits telling the site's various stories specifically the Revolution, Samuel
Huntington as signer, regional issues in Eastern Connecticut history, etc. But, in my view, the main focus
should be a living reconstruction of a small eighteenth- century family farm with a set of interactive
exhibits.

There should be reconstructed eighteenth-century agriculture as practiced then, growing the
crops and plants they grew.

• There should be eighteenth-century crafts and commodity production, such as candles and soap,
as people did it then for their own uses.

• There should be rooms devoted to cooking and the wayan eighteenth-century farm family
would live in and use the house.

• The museum should have farm animals that were kept during the eighteenth century and inter-
pretation of the way they were used and managed.
I feel that the museum should focus on attracting elementary school children on class trips with
their teachers, as the primary audience and visitor group.

This approach will create a niche for the museum that is not currently available in Eastern
Connecticut and perhaps the state. It can be linked to potential sources of funding for interpretation of
children's history and eighteenth-century family life, not currently being tapped by competing institutions.

I believe that a focused, unique niche, with a specific target audience such as the one I've identified,
is a proper formula to give the museum a chance to develop interpretive and institutional distinctiveness.

NOTES

I. This summary is derived primarily from two sources, Connecticut History and Culture: An
Historical Overview and Research Guide for Teachers 1976. Connecticut Historical Commission,
Hartford, CT and Samuel Huntington and His Family by Albert Waugh. 1968 The Pequot Press,
Stonington, CT.

2. This summary is derived primarily from The Governor Samuel Huntington Birthplace: Existing
Conditions Report. Noyes, Vogt Architects 1996. Prepared for The Governor Samuel Huntington
Trust, Inc.

3. This brief review describes several studies among dozens in historical archaeology on similar sites
that have been conducted in New England.

4. Several photographs were in the collection of Eva Kimball and several others came from her brother
Burton Kimball of Mystic, CT. One photograph was in the Scotland Town Hall, and several others
were lent by neighbors when the Trust let it be known that they were interested in acquiring old
photographs. Two aerial photographs were in the Connecticut State Archives and one photograph
was a picture in a 1948 Hartford Courant article on the Town of Scotland, CT. One photograph was
reproduced in a 1932 brochure commemorating the Two Hundredth Anniversary of the Scotland
Congregational Church.
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